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Abstract 

Efficient heat conduction is critical to the performance and reliability of a variety of 

devices. To ensure efficient heat removal from electronic devices, thermal interface 

materials (TIMs) are used to enhance heat conduction between two contacting 

surfaces. Ideal TIMs have high thermal conductivity, conform to the microscale 

roughness of the surfaces in contact, and accommodate stresses due to mismatch in 

thermal expansion coefficients. Commercial TIMs exhibit a tradeoff between these 

desired thermal and mechanical properties. Compliant TIM materials such as thermal 

greases do not conduct heat as well as a solder joint. However, solder bonds result in 

high stresses that can cause device warping and cracking. 

Vertically aligned carbon nanotube (VACNT) films have great promise as 

TIMs because they have high through-plane thermal conductance and mechanical 

compliance. These films also avoid drawbacks of polymer-based TIMs such as pump-

out and drying. VACNT films are typically composed of a complex, entangled 

network of CNTs and the density and alignment of CNTs within a film affect its 

mechanical and thermal properties. Given the variety of growth techniques and 

variations in film morphology, it is important to understand how these factors 

influence film behavior. 

The present work combines three major aspects of VACNT film 

characterization: mechanical and thermal characterization, analysis of the film 

microstructure, and modeling of the film properties. The combination of these is 

critical to understanding the relevant behavior of VACNT films for TIM applications. 

This will also help explain the large variation in past measured data, inform growth 
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techniques, and allow predictions of thermal or mechanical behavior based on film 

morphology.  

The inhomogeneous VACNT film morphology is investigated by using image 

analysis to quantify CNT alignment and density and by measuring the elastic modulus 

at the top and bottom film surfaces using nanoindentation. The alignment and density 

information is input into a model of the mechanical response of the VACNT film, 

which is compared to measured data. 

The through-plane thermal properties of VACNT films are measured using 

thermoreflectance techniques. Multiwall VACNT films are grown directly on a 

thermoelectric material and the thermal properties of the films are characterized using 

nanosecond thermoreflectance. A set of eight single-wall VACNT films are measured 

using frequency domain thermoreflectance to extract four relevant thermal properties: 

thermal conductivity, heat capacity, and the upper and lower boundary resistances. 
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Chapter 1     Introduction 

1.1 Overview of Thermal Interface Challenges 

Thermal engineers are facing ever-increasing challenges in the modern world. This is 

fueled in part by the rapidly increasing power density of electronics. This not only 

includes the well-known rise of transistor density in processors but also includes other 

expanding fields such as cooling of LED lighting and datacenter operation. The 

physical size of mobile electronic devices such as phones, laptops, and tablets are 

continually shrinking while their computing power and pervasiveness are growing. 

This presents a severe thermal challenge in that fans used for forced convection are 

limited in size or cannot be used at all. Thermal management has become an integral 

part of the design process.  

Interfaces at the joints between two materials in the heat conduction path can 

significantly hinder heat removal from devices. At an interface between two 

seemingly flat surfaces, only around 1-2% of the surfaces are actually in contact due to 

their microscopic roughness [1]. The situation is often exacerbated by the presence of 

ridges and non-planar surfaces which create large air gaps. This results in a huge 

thermal resistance because air is an extremely poor conductor with a thermal 

conductivity (k) of 0.01 W m
-1

 K
-1

. The air gaps at interfaces must be filled with a 

thermal interface material (TIM) that conducts well thermally and conforms to the 

roughness of the contacting materials, as shown in Figure 1-1a. In the face of rising 

challenges in thermal engineering, there is strong demand for improving the thermal 

conductivity and reliability of thermal interface materials.  
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TIMs have traditionally been developed for the interface between a 

microprocessor and heat sink, shown in Figure 1-1b. Microprocessors can generate a 

significant amount of heat which must be dissipated to the ambient air through the use 

of a heat sink. The silicon chip is covered by a metal case which protects the chip and 

acts as a heat spreader. A thermal interface material enhances heat transfer between 

the case and heat sink. According to Fourier’s law,  

dx

dT
kq " ,

 
(1-1) 

the heat flux (q”) through a material depends on k and the temperature change over a 

given distance (dT/dx). This leads to a definition of the thermal resistance of a material 

R” = L/k where L is the thickness of the material in the direction of heat flow. Figure 

1-1b shows how each layer poses as a resistance to heat flow. In the thermal circuit 

analogy, q” represents current and T represents voltage, giving the relationship ∆T = 

q”×R”. To minimize the temperature difference between the chip temperature, Tchip, 

and ambient temperature, Tambient, for a given q”, each resistance in the path of heat 

flow must be minimized.  

If the heat sink and case are optimized, the TIM can become a bottleneck to 

device performance. The resistance of the TIM will depend on the TIM thickness, also 

called the bond line thickness (BLT), and k. For example, for a device dissipating 

400W over an area of 6 cm
2
, an average-performance TIM with k = 3 W m

-1
 K

-1
 and 

BLT of 30 µm would experience a temperature drop of ~6.7 °C. A high performance 

TIM at 100 W m
-1

 K
-1 

would reduce this temperature drop to ~0.2 °C, which means a 

decrease in chip operating temperature of ~6.5 °C. With devices being pushed to the 

limits of their recommended operating temperatures, every degree matters.  
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 1-1: (a) A TIM joining two solid materials by conforming to the contours of the 

surfaces. Poor contact between the TIM and surrounding materials can create air 

pockets (the white regions), which hinder heat conduction. (b) Schematic of a heat 

sink pressed against a microprocessor chip which is encased by a metal lid and 

substrate. The TIM enhances thermal conduction between the case and heat sink. The 

thermal path between the microprocessor and ambient air is represented by a thermal 

resistance circuit. 

 

Besides thermal conductivity, the mechanical properties of a TIM are also vital 

to its performance. Thermal interfaces usually join two different materials with 

different coefficients of thermal expansion (CTE). As the device temperature rises and 

falls during operation the TIM must be flexible enough to accommodate the resulting 

shear stress. If the two materials are bonded together with a stiff TIM such as a solder 

or epoxy, there can be warping, delamination, or cracking. This leads to reliability 
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issues which ultimately result in device failure. The maximum shear stress σ 

experienced by an interface material can be estimated using 

d

GL
T

2
)( 21   ,

 
(1-2) 

where ΔT is the temperature excursion from the zero stress condition, α1 and α2 are the 

thermal expansion coefficients of the substrates, G is the shear modulus of the TIM, L 

is the joint length, and d is the BLT [2]. This equation assumes that the TIM is 

relatively thick and flexible, and that the substrates are unyielding. This equation gives 

an upper bound of the stress because it does not account for the strain capabilities of 

the materials.  

Many commercial TIMs exhibit a tradeoff between high k and low mechanical 

modulus because this material combination is not typical of natural materials. For 

example, soft materials such as polymers are not efficient heat conductors, but 

conducting materials such as metals are stiff. Examples of commercial TIMs are listed 

in Table 1. Additionally, there are other important considerations in TIM design such 

as reliability, cost, and ease of application. Thermal greases, the cheapest and most 

commonly used TIM, are difficult to apply, contain air pockets, and require high 

clamping pressures. Even worse, many TIMs tend to degrade over time as they get 

squeezed out, dry up, or degrade from high temperatures and thermal cycling. There 

exist hundreds of brands of TIMs but improvements over the years have been 

marginal.  

Nanostructured materials are promising as TIMs because they provide 

properties not found in nature. These include carbon-based TIMs and composites, 

based on carbon nanotubes (CNTs), graphite, and carbon fibers [1, 3]. The unique 

structure of these carbon-based materials gives them high flexibility and thermal 

conductivity. Many forms of these TIMs have been commercialized, most as 
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composites. This work focuses on vertically aligned carbon nanotube TIMs, which are 

introduced and discussed in the next section.  

Table 1-1: Commercial TIM advantages and disadvantages, adapted from [1, 3].  

TIM Type 

k 

(W m
-1

 K
-1

) Advantages Disadvantages 

Greases 3-9  Fills in voids 

 No delamination 

 Low cost 

 Not uniform 

 Pump-out 

 Dries out 

 Messy 

Phase 

change 

materials 

4  Less pump-out 

 No delamination 

 No dry-out 

 High attachment 

pressure, higher stress 

 Voiding 

Adhesive 

(tape, 

epoxies) 

0.7 - 1  Easy to apply 

 Conformal 

 No pump-

out/migration 

 Low k 

 Delamination 

 Stiff 

Solders 50  High k  Voiding 

 Cost & complexity 

 Stiff 

 

1.2 Introduction to Carbon Nanotubes and Vertically Aligned 

Carbon Nanotube Films 

CNTs have been the subject of intense research over the past few years due to their 

extraordinary thermal, mechanical, and electrical properties. CNTs can be described as 

rolled-up sheets of graphene, which consists of a one-atom-thick layer of hexagonally-

arranged sp
2
 bonded carbon atoms. This unique molecular structure gives CNTs their 

exceptional properties. Figure 1-2 illustrates two types of CNTs. A single-wall 

nanotube (SWCNT) consists of one tube and has a diameter of around 2 nm. A 

multiwalled nanotube (MWCNT) consists of multiple concentric tubes and their 

diameters can range from a few nanometers to hundreds of nanometers.  
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Figure 1-2: (a) Schematic of a SWCNT consisting of a tube with walls of graphene. 

(b) Schematic of a MWCNT with three walls and a larger radius.  

 

CNTs have been shown to have extremely high k in their axial direction, with 

most measurements reporting k ~3000 W m
-1

 K
-1

 [4-7]. This is about an order of 

magnitude higher than the conductivities of Cu and Ag which have k ~400 W m
-1

 K
-1

. 

This combination of conductivity and flexibility makes them extremely attractive for 

TIM applications. 

As TIMs, a dense array of CNT aligned in the direction of heat flow represents 

the ideal configuration that takes advantage of their axial thermal conductivity and 

flexibility. A promising method to manufacture such a material is growth of vertically 

aligned “forests” of nanotubes. The as-grown CNT volume fraction, f, is typically 

around 10%. Though this may seem low, if the CNT individual conductivity of k = 

3000 W m
-1

 K
-1

  is scaled by f, the effective conductivity of the film is potentially as 

high as 300 W m
-1

 K
-1

, an order of magnitude higher than solder. While individual 

nanotubes are known to have a high stiffness, characterization of arrays of nanotubes 

has shown a comparatively low axial elastic modulus due to the low packing density 

of the CNT array and large aspect ratio of individual tubes [8]. CNT arrays can 

currently be grown up to millimeters in height and over large areas to accommodate a 

wide range of interface geometries [9]. Besides being thermally conducting and 

flexible, vertically aligned CNT (VACNT) TIMs also have the advantages of being 
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dry and reliable. Because the film can be grown to several millimeters in height, it is 

useful for applications with large or varying gap sizes as well.  

One common way to fabricate VACNT films is through chemical vapor 

deposition, in which aligned nanotubes form from the reaction between catalyst 

particles on a substrate and the carbon-containing gas flowing over the substrate. 

There exist many variations of growth methods and each one produces a slightly 

different CNT morphology. Some methods produce VACNT films with low f and 

perfectly aligned, large diameter tubes. Others produce disordered “mats” of CNTs. 

The growth methods of the films in this work are detailed in the later chapters and 

references. Figure 1-3 shows scanning electron micrographs (SEMs) of a VACNT 

film similar to the films measured in this study. The first image shows a 100 μm-thick 

film that appears dense, with well-aligned CNTs. However, upon closer inspection 

these CNTs are not perfectly straight, as shown in Figure 1-3b. Zooming in further in 

Figure 1-3c, it becomes evident that the film has a sponge-like structure, with gaps 

between tubes about 100-200 nm wide. Figure 1-3d illustrates nanoscale tube-tube 

crossing and bundling behavior, along with the hexagonal arrangement of the carbon 

atoms which form the tube walls. Bundling is due to van der Waals forces and 

contributes to the film’s complex structure.  
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Figure 1-3: (a) Cross-sectional SEM of a 100 μm-thick VACNT film. (b) SEM image 

of a region near the center of the film. (c) High magnification SEM showing the 

entangled CNT structure. (d) A rendered graphic depicting several SWCNTs bundling 

and crossing. Image courtesy of Alex Jerez and Yoonjin Won.  

 

It is often challenging to characterize nanostructured materials and CNTs are 

no exception. There are three main aspects to characterizing VACNT films. There 

have been past work in each of these that are referenced in the later chapters.  

The first is the measurement of film properties. Though there have been 

extensive mechanical, thermal, and electrical measurements of individual CNT 

properties, such properties of VACNT films are not well understood. There have been 

a number of measurements of either mechanical or thermal properties of VACNT 

films. However, the past data are scattered and span several orders of magnitude. 
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Much of the film thermal conductivity data falls far below expected values based on 

individual tube measurements.  

The second aspect is quantifying and understanding the microstructure of the 

CNTs in the film. The structure, such as CNT alignment, density, CNT radius, and 

presence of impurities, can affect the film’s physical properties and can vary 

significantly between films. This characterization is challenging due to the complex 

inhomogeneous morphology of the film. Past work has involved analyzing the film 

morphology using a microscope or other techniques such as Raman spectroscopy to 

measure alignment and density. These values are rarely reported with thermal and 

mechanical property measurements. 

The third aspect is modeling of film properties. Models should include 

structural parameters such as film density, alignment, and thickness to simulate 

thermal or mechanical properties. Individual CNTs have been simulated using 

molecular models to observe effects such as radius, length, and defects. There is yet no 

effective method to simulate the entire film. One challenge in creating accurate models 

of films is in understanding the effects of the film’s microstructure. For example, the 

effect of tube-tube bundling on thermal and mechanical behavior and the amount of 

bundling are hard to determine. Ideally the model and data are compared by varying 

one film property at a time over a large set of samples but there is often limited control 

and knowledge of the many variables in a film for accurate comparison to simulations. 

Most published work measure only a few samples at a time. 

Addressing these points simultaneously serves several purposes. Quantifying 

the morphology of the film will help standardize and explain measured film properties. 

Understanding the relationship between film morphology and property data will 

inform growth experts on how to create a film with the desired properties. With 

appropriate models a film’s physical properties can be calculated based on 

morphology data alone.  
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1.3 Scope of Work 

This work aims to address the missing links between measurement, modeling, and 

morphology analysis of VACNT films. One goal of this work is measurement of 

thermal and mechanical properties of VACNT films since these are the most relevant 

properties for TIM applications. This includes setting up experimental tools to 

measure thermal conductivity, heat capacity, boundary resistances, and elastic 

modulus. This work also includes investigation of VACNT TIMs for thermoelectric 

applications, which can have extreme operating conditions. Another goal is 

establishing a technique to quantify the structure of the film. This is done using image 

analysis of SEM images of the film structure. The last aspect of the work includes 

developing a mechanical model to predict mechanical behavior based on film 

morphology. 

1.4 Organization 

Chapter 2 presents the first measurements of the modulus of the top and base sides of 

multiwalled VACNT films. The base side has a more entangled morphology than the 

top side -- this measurement gives an opportunity to compare the effect of each on the 

modulus. The VACNT films are released from their substrates to access the base side. 

The experimental setup involves custom spherical indenter tips used with an atomic 

force microscope to perform nanoindentation measurements. An image analysis 

technique is introduced that quantifies the morphology of VACNT films. This image 

data is used in a model based on the behavior of foam materials which is then 

compared to the measured modulus. 

Chapter 3 begins by introducing the reliability challenges of thermoelectric 

modules used in waste heat recovery applications. In particular the interfaces between 

the thermoelectric material and metal leads often experience high stresses that result in 

degradation of device performance. This chapter investigates replacement of that 

solder bond with a VACNT film. Multiwalled VACNT films are grown directly on a 
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thermoelectric material and the thermal properties are characterized using nanosecond 

thermoreflectance.  

Chapter 4 investigates the thermal performance of a set of seven single-wall 

VACNT films. The thermal conductivity, heat capacity, and boundary resistances of 

the films are measured. To allow independent extraction of these four relevant thermal 

properties, a frequency-domain thermoreflectance measurement setup is developed 

and described here. The CNT alignment and density through the film thickness is also 

examined using relevant image data.  

Chapter 5 summarizes the work presented and includes a discussion of future 

studies and improvements to VACNT films. 
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Chapter 2  Inhomogeneous Mechanical Properties of 

Multiwalled VACNT Films 

2.1 Introduction 

The thermal resistance and reliability of thermal interface materials (TIMs) are critical 

limiting factors for a variety of technologies including electronics thermal 

management and thermoelectric energy conversion [1, 10]. Vertically aligned carbon 

nanotube (VACNT) films offer great promise as TIMs because they offer high 

through-plane thermal conductance and mechanical compliance. VACNT films 

typically have a complex, entangled nanotube structure and morphological details such 

as the density, alignment, and tortuosity of CNTs within a film affect its mechanical 

and thermal properties. Given the variety of growth techniques and variations in film 

morphology, it is important to understand how these factors influence their behavior as 

TIMs. VACNT films will need to be released from their growth substrate and attached 

to the device being cooled, so released films must also be characterized. 

While there has been considerable work on measuring the thermal performance 

of VACNT films [11, 12], the mechanical properties need more attention. Past 

research on the mechanical properties of VACNT films yielded a wide variety of out-

of-plane modulus (E2) values ranging from below 10 MPa to hundreds of MPa [13-

21], likely due to the variety of film structures and measurement techniques. Prior 

work often assumed that the film structure is homogeneous, which is in contrast with 

the strongly varying in-plane modulus (E1) we reported recently for multi-walled 

VACNT films of thicknesses between 0.5 to 100 μm [22] based on both SEM images 
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and thickness-dependent modulus data obtained using a novel resonator technique. 

This suggests that understanding and quantifying the inhomogeneous morphology of 

VACNT films in conjunction with elastic modulus measurements will improve data 

interpretation and analysis. 

Several studies quantifying the morphology of VACNT films and mats using 

image analysis or X-ray diffraction showed that the structure varies strongly with 

height [23-25]. There is often a thin, highly-entangled crust layer, followed by a more 

vertically aligned middle section, which is then followed by a disordered, lower 

density base region. The distinction between these regions tends to be more 

pronounced for films much thicker than 10 μm [24]. Some studies observed a 

relationship between the tortuosity of VACNT films and measured modulus [15, 26, 

27], while others observed that buckling always begins at the film base during uniform 

compression [16, 18-20, 28, 29]. These studies indicate that the film microstructure 

strongly influences the mechanical properties of the film. However, none of these use 

quantitative microstructure analysis of the film to predict mechanical behavior. 

The present work extracts the localized out-of-plane mechanical modulus of 

five multi-walled VACNT films with thicknesses ranging from 98 to 1300 μm through 

nanoindentation by an atomic force microscope (AFM). Previous work used AFM 

nanoindentation on a well-aligned CNT film to measure individual CNT properties by 

using a sharp pyramidal tip to penetrate between the tubes [30]. Instead, we use 

spherical indenter tips with radii between 15 and 25 μm to measure bulk behavior 

rather than individual tubes. We measure the differences in E2 between the top and 

bottom regions, which often have different morphologies. The modulus on the top side 

(E2,top) is performed on as-grown films. The modulus at the bottom surface (E2,base) is 

measured by releasing the film from the substrate and indenting from the backside. In 

this way we can observe the inhomogeneous mechanical behavior within VACNT 

films and compare the results between films of different thicknesses. Image analysis 

performed on SEMs of the samples quantifies their alignment and density. These 
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values are input into a cellular mechanical model to relate calculated behavior to 

measurement results. This allows prediction of a film’s mechanical properties from 

image data alone. Much of this work was previously published in Gao et al. [31]. 

2.2 Experimental 

2.2.1 MATERIAL PREPARATION 

This work investigates five multi-walled VACNT films grown under similar 

conditions with final film thicknesses of 98, 150, 200, 205, and 1300 μm. The growth 

process and density measurement procedures are detailed in Won et al. [22]. The mass 

densities range from 0.029 to 0.056 g cm
-3

 which translates to 1.3% to 2.5% volume 

fraction (f) assuming an individual multi-walled CNT density near graphite of 2.2 g 

cm
-3

. To indent the films on the base side, the VACNT films are released from the 

substrate by first placing the top of the film on a thin layer of carbon paste (Structure 

Probe, Inc.) on a second substrate and then pulling the original substrate off after the 

adhesive dries (Figure 2-1a). Carbon paste is used for this study because it is SEM 

compatible and easy to apply- in actual TIM applications, the film can be bonded and 

released with a binder metal to enhance thermal conduction [32]. The carbon paste is 

viscous and there is little wicking into the film. To avoid changing the film’s 

microstructure, minimal pressure is applied when bonding the film. Each released 

sample is inspected under SEM and samples with significant damage are not used in 

the study. Figure 2-1b and c illustrates the indentation of the original film and flipped 

film respectively. 

Figure 2-1d shows an SEM image of an indenter consisting of a 25 μm 

diameter glass microsphere (Polysciences, Inc.) attached to the end of a tapping-mode 

AFM cantilever (TAP-190AL-G, BudgetSensors). Three different indenter tips are 

used in this study with spheres of radii 15, 20, and 25 μm determined using SEM 

images. The large diameter ensures sampling of bulk film properties rather than 

individual nanotubes. Tubes are typically spaced ~100 nm apart and a sharp AFM tip 
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will penetrate the surface and push tubes laterally. Unlike sharp indenters the large 

radius also allows accurate determination of the tip geometry for the force curve 

analysis. Compared with flat indenters the spherical probe does not need to be aligned 

perfectly perpendicular to the surface of the sample. The glass indenter tip (E ~70 

GPa) is much stiffer than the films being investigated (E < 10 MPa).  

 

Figure 2-1:  (a) Schematic of the VACNT film release procedure for measurements of 

the base side modulus. 1. The as-grown VACNT film. The array of curvy lines 

represent the VACNT film with a crust layer and wavy base side. 2. The top of the 

original film is bonded to a new substrate using carbon paste. 3. The original substrate 

is pulled off after the carbon paste is dry. 4. The final, flipped film for base-side 

indentation. (b) Indentation of the top side of an as-grown film. (c) Indentation of the 

base surface of a VACNT film that has been bonded to a new substrate. (d) SEM of 

the indenter tip. The original AFM tip which is nominally 17 μm tall is located to the 

right of the glass sphere and is partially covered with epoxy. The white shadows in the 

image are due to charging effects during imaging. 
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The spring constant κ of each cantilever is calculated using the Sader method 

[33] before attachment of the glass spheres. For this calculation a laser Doppler 

vibrometer is used to find the quality factor and resonant frequency of each AFM 

cantilever and the cantilever width and length are measured using SEM images. The 

measured κ values range from 17 to 20 N/m. The glass spheres are first cleaned using 

a Piranha solution to remove surface residue. Then spheres are attached with epoxy to 

each cantilever based on the method described in Kodama et al. [34].  

 

2.2.2 MEASUREMENT METHODS 

The goal of this work is to extract the local, out-of-plane modulus at the top and 

bottom surfaces of VACNT films. VACNT films with entangled morphologies have 

been shown to behave as a foam-like network of tubes rather than independent, 

vertical CNTs since there are significant tube-tube interactions due to van der Waals 

forces [13, 15, 16, 19, 20, 24]. To measure localized properties at the top and base 

regions, a nanoindentation technique is used to indent a small, shallow region of the 

film. The stress field due to the indenter is typically localized to the region below the 

indenter. This is in contrast to previous uniaxial compressions of VACNT films with 

minimal lateral forces [16, 18-20, 28, 29]. In those measurements the film essentially 

acts as a series of vertical springs and the weakest layer ( typically the base) deforms 

the most regardless of the direction of indentation.  

The elastic modulus of each VACNT film in this work is measured using a 

Topometrix Explorer scanning probe microscope capable of force measurements. 

These microscopes provide high sensitivity to load and displacement and have been 

previously used to measure the mechanical properties of a variety of materials, 

including polymers and biological materials, yielding information about local material 

properties such as hardness, elasticity, and adhesion [35, 36]. AFMs are especially 
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useful for observing soft, fragile samples and allows for use of a variety of indenter 

sizes, materials, and cantilevers.  

To obtain an accurate load-depth curve a number of calibration and conversion 

steps are performed. The piezoactuator is calibrated to account for nonlinearity, 

hysteresis, and creep between the applied voltage and displacement [37]. For each 

measurement, the conversion of photodiode voltage to cantilever free-end deflection is 

determined by pressing the tip on a hard sample such that there is no penetration into 

the sample. The cantilever deflection is converted to force F using F = κ×x where x is 

the cantilever deflection. Because the loading force is affected by the tilt of the AFM 

cantilever with respect to the sample, a correction factor given in Heim et al. [38] is 

applied which also accounts for indenter size. During the measurement the tip 

deflection is kept within the linear region of the photodetector. The data are taken 

using a tip velocity of 4 μm/s, which is sufficiently fast to render the data independent 

of velocity. The actual load signal resolution depends on the range of indentation and 

number of data points taken but remains below 20 nm in displacement and 8 nN in 

force. 

The Young’s modulus of the material can be determined from the load-depth 

curve using the Oliver-Pharr method [39], which is appropriate for elastic-plastic 

materials and has been previously used on other measurements of VACNT films 

which exhibit this behavior [14-16]. The slope of the initial unloading curve, S, 

represents purely elastic recovery and is a measure of the contact stiffness S = dP/dh 

where P is the load and h is the displacement. To find S, the initial portion of the 

unloading curve is fit to a power law relation. S is related to the reduced modulus Er 

by  
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where Ri is the radius of the indenter and hc is the actual contact depth given by  

S

P
ehhc

max
max 

. 
(2-2) 

Here hmax is the total indentation depth below the surface of the film and e is a 

geometrical constant equal to 0.75 for a paraboloid of revolution. The initial contact 

point is determined from the point where the force curve deviates from the zero force 

line. There is some error in choosing the location of this contact point, but the results 

are not strongly sensitive to hmax. The modulus of the film is calculated from Er using 
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where Ei, νi, and Ef , νf represent the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the 

indenter (glass sphere) and substrate (VACNT film), respectively. The values of Ei 

and νi used for glass are 70 GPa and 0.2, respectively. The value of νf for VACNT 

films is commonly assumed to be zero because the response is similar to a foam 

material [16, 19].  

The Oliver-Pharr method does not include adhesion effects, which are 

significant for measurements on the base of the film and can yield error in the analysis 

[40]. The top surface may have lower adhesion than the base due to the entangled 

crust layer, which reduces engagement of the CNTs to the contacting surface [21, 41]. 

Thus data for the base of the film are also analyzed using Johnson-Kendall-Roberts 

(JKR) adhesion theory [42]. According to the Tabor parameter, the JKR model is valid 

for these samples, which are compliant, elastic materials with high surface energy and 

measured with large radii indenters [43]. Fitting the force curve to the model gives E2 

and the work of adhesion γ = 2Padh/(3πRi) of the sample, where Padh is the maximum 

adhesion force [40].  
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The inhomogeneous and anisotropic morphology and surface roughness of a 

VACNT film poses many challenges for nanoindentation measurements. Theory 

accounting for these effects is often complex and may be different between foam 

materials and dense solids. These effects are discussed below. 

Because the samples are porous, they have high surface roughness -- on the 

order of 100 nm and 1 μm root mean square roughness for the top and base 

respectively based on AFM topography scans. The roughness may be lower for the top 

because of the horizontally-aligned tubes in the crust layer, whereas the released base 

consists of vertical CNT tips. Past work showed that roughness results in an 

underestimated modulus and scattered data, and that its effects diminish with 

indentation depth [44, 45]. Errors due to roughness are mitigated by averaging results 

from different locations and indenting deeper than the surface roughness. 

Measurements are taken on each sample using at least two different indenter tips and 

at least five different locations for each tip for a total of over 10 indentations per 

sample. Measurements are not repeated at the same location due to the stress softening 

behavior of the film [18, 46]. The average indentation depth for the samples ranges 

from 600 - 1160 nm for the top surface and 2.17 - 6.62 μm for the base, corresponding 

to 0.09–0.80% strain for the top and 0.3–3.0% strain for the base. A schematic 

illustrating the relative scales of indentation depth compared to the thickness of each 

region in a VACNT film is shown in Figure 2-2. Based on image data, the CNT 

alignment in a film actually changes gradually, so the thicknesses of the “Top” and 

“Base” regions are approximate.  
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Figure 2-2: Diagram of indentation depth and regions in a 100 μm-thick VACNT film 

drawn with relative dimensions approximately to scale. Units are in microns. The 

approximate contact radius of 7 μm corresponds to the maximum indentation depth at 

the top surface. 

 

Indentation of rough surfaces can be divided into two steps. There is first 

flattening of the asperities, then indentation of the flattened surface [47]. As shown in 

Figure 2-5, the “free” tips of the base-side nanotubes deform plastically to form a 

flattened surface against the indenter tip, creating a profile similar to a crust layer. 

During applied load the base side experiences a greater increase in CNT-indenter 

contact area than the top, which may lead to greater underestimation of E2,base than 

E2,top. Because we cannot observe the progression of contact area during indentation, 

we estimate this effect by changing the initial contact point in the analysis such that 

the loading begins after the flattening of the base side tips. This reflects the extreme 

case of no contact before this point, simulating extremely sparse CNT tips. For a 20% 

lower hmax, E2 calculated using the Oliver-Pharr method increases proportionally by 

20%. However, E2 calculated using the JKR method only increases by 3%. Thus the 

deep indentations and JKR analysis reduce the underestimation of E2,base. 

To achieve a localized measurement, the nanoindentation measurement must 

not sample the layers below the region of interest. In indentation of multilayer 

substrates, the measured modulus is dictated by the ratio of contact radius to layer 
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thickness (a/t) [48-50]. This results in a measured modulus that varies with penetration 

depth, in which the modulus approaches that of the sub-layer for an a/t ratio of 10 or 

higher. Thus for VACNT films, the top side indentation would progressively sample 

the top, middle, then base layer. Because VACNT alignment is in fact gradually 

changing with depth, the measured moduli are an average of the local properties at the 

top and base. Indentations must be kept shallow to keep a/t below 10 and there should 

be minimal change in modulus with depth. Some indentations at the base side are 

deeper than this, which would cause an overestimated E2,base due to the higher 

modulus of the middle layer.  

There is also some lateral spreading of the stress field during nanoindentation, 

which means the measurement is not purely sampling E2. The VACNT film is 

transversely isotropic and E1 is expected to be much lower than E2. The higher the 

anisotropy, the greater the underestimation of E2. If the top is more aligned than the 

base, E2,top will experience greater underestimation. Extracting these components of 

the modulus involves complex analysis that requires knowledge of the full stiffness 

matrix and indenter geometry [51, 52].  This analysis and measurement of all the 

elastic constants of the film is beyond the scope of this work, but the effects of 

anisotropy can be estimated. Vlassak et al. showed that an anisotropy factor of 10 and 

Poisson’s ratio of 0.3 can result in measured modulus about 50% lower than the actual 

E2 for a crystal [51]. A lower Poisson’s ratio, as in foams, should further limit the 

lateral spreading of stress. The measured modulus also depends on the indenter shape. 

For a flat indenter, the measured value is close to the modulus in the indentation 

direction, while a sharp tip is more sensitive to the properties of the in-plane direction 

[53]. A larger spherical indenter gives a flatter contact area that provides higher 

sensitivity to the out-of-plane modulus.  

In summary, the measured response depends on indenter geometry (size and 

shape) and indentation depth. There is no significant difference in measurement results 

between tips, indicating that the measured results are not highly sensitive to the tip 
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radius. Indentations should be deeper than the surface roughness but not deep enough 

to sample the middle layer, and large radius indenters are desired to reduce lateral 

strain because the film is anisotropic. The surface roughness may result in 

underestimation of E2,base while sampling of the middle layer can lead to overestimated 

E2,base. Anisotropy primarily results in underestimated E2,top, which emphasizes the 

difference in modulus between the top and base.  

The measurement system is verified using a 1 mm-thick polydimethylsiloxane 

(PDMS) 10:1 reference sample (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning Inc.). The Poisson ratio of 

PDMS is assumed to be 0.5. The measured modulus values are 1.3 ± 0.2 MPa which 

match well to past work that reported ~1.5 MPa elastic modulus [54, 55]. 

2.2.3 CELLULAR MODEL 

Past literature has shown that the mechanical response and microstructure of VACNT 

films can be effectively modeled as an open-cell foam [18, 19]. Open-cell foams have 

been previously analyzed using dimensional relations between the mechanical 

modulus and a measure of the physical structure (e.g., unit cell size) because the 

variation in pore size and geometry makes it difficult to create an exact model. These 

relations have excellent fit to data down to a constant of proportionality [56]. For this 

analysis we use a simple three-dimensional open-cell foam model similar to the work 

of Gibson et al. [56] to simulate the mechanical response of the VACNT foam using 

dimensional relations. 

Figure 2-3a shows a unit cell comprised of eight CNT sections of length l 

oriented at an angle   to the plane of the film. The unit cell has height H and length 

and width L to account for modulus anisotropy between the CNT growth direction 

(out-of-plane) and in-plane directions. The aspect ratio α is defined as 

 tan2/  LH . Figure 2-3b shows a single angled tube segment from which 

the relationships sin2lH  and cos2lL   are derived. The cellular model does 

not capture the variety of complex tube interactions such as tube-tube bundling and 
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van der Waals forces in the structure, but the results of this model match well to a 

coarse-grained molecular simulation of the film structure that does account for those 

effects over a wide range of α and f 
1
.  

The present analysis assumes that the VACNTs act as Euler-Bernoulli beams. 

For E1, a horizontal force F1 is applied at the end of each beam and for E2, a vertical 

force F2 is applied at the end of each beam (shown in Fig. 2b). The resulting in-plane 

and out-of-plane strains ε1 and ε2 are 
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Here Δ1 and Δ2 are the beam deflections in the in-plane and out-of-plane 

directions respectively. I is the principal moment of inertia. I = π (Rout
4 
- Rin

4
)/4 where 

Rout is the outer radius of a CNT and Rin is the inner radius. Es is the Young’s modulus 

of an individual CNT, which is typically ~1 TPa [57]. The total stress on the cell in the 

in-plane direction, σ1, and out-of-plane direction, σ2, is 4F1/LH and 4F2/L
2
, 

respectively. 

                                                 
1
 Won Y, Gao Y, Panzer MA, Goodson KE. Zipping, Entanglement, and the Modulus 

of Aligned Single-Walled Carbon Nanotube Films. Unpublished. 2012. 
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Figure 2-3: (a) Anisotropic unit cell where H > L. H is the growth (out-of-plane) 

direction. The nanotubes are hollow cylinders represented by the thick solid lines of 

length l. (b) Diagram of a single tube with a vertical force F2. The beam is deflected 

by Δ2 in the vertical direction.  

 

The volume fraction f can be expressed as the relative volume occupied by the 

nanotubes in a unit cell. 
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Here A is the cross-sectional area of an individual CNT. After substituting l 

with f in Eq. 2-4 & 2-5, E1 and E2 become a functions of , f, and individual tube 

properties: 
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The values of f and α (where  tan2 ) are calculated for each indented 

region using the image analysis procedure described in the next section. B is defined to 

factor out the dependence on f, because each region of the VACNT film has a different 

α and f -- this allows isolation of E2 dependence on α. The measured E2 are converted 

to a relative modulus E2,rel = E2/B. Then E2,rel is compared to the predicted trend, sin
3 

(Eq. 8 divided by B). Because these are dimensional relationships, C is defined as a 

constant of proportionality which is determined by using a least squares fit between 

the data and model. 

2.2.4 IMAGE ANALYSIS 

Image analysis techniques are used to estimate H and L at various locations in a cross-

sectional SEM image of the VACNT film to detect morphological variations. For 

image analysis, the VACNT samples are first cleaved to gain visual access to the 

nanotubes away from the sample edges. The cleaved edge is sputter coated with ~4 nm 

Au to increase SEM image contrast. The image analysis technique is insensitive to the 

tube diameters. All images of the film are taken using a FEI XL30 Sirion SEM at 150 

kX magnification under identical microscope settings. This provides the best images 

for analysis in terms of capturing a large area with adequate resolution, as shown in 

Figure 2-4a, and keeps the depth of field constant. An image at this magnification 

covers roughly a 1.5 × 2 μm area.  

Binarization of the SEM images using thresholding (the Otsu method) limits 

the image to a thin plane because brightness decreases with depth. Slight variations in 

threshold value do not have a significant effect on the results. If a large portion of the 

image is not in the same plane, that area is cropped out. Image processing operations 

are used to remove noise and large specks. An example of the final binary image is 

shown in Figure 2-4b. The intersections between the nanotubes and 50 evenly spaced 

probe lines are counted in both the horizontal and vertical directions, as in Figure 2-4c 

and d. This is a standard stereological procedure for quantifying geometries in a cross-

sectional image [58], and the number of probe lines do not significantly affect the 
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results above a certain point. The average tube-tube spacing is calculated by dividing 

the total probe line length by the total number of intersections. The measured tube-

tube distance in the horizontal and vertical directions are converted to 3D cell 

dimensions L and H using a factor of 1.5 [56] which are then converted to f and α 

using the cellular model. The factor gives the appropriate film f of ~2% as determined 

from the mass density measurements. 

 

Figure 2-4: (a) An SEM is taken of a section of the VACNT film that is roughly in one 

plane. (b) The binary image after filtering. (c) Horizontal and (d) vertical straight 

probe lines drawn across the binary image to detect intersections with nanotubes. 

 

2.3 Results and Discussion 

The crust, top, middle, and base regions within a typical VACNT film are indicated in 

Figure 2-5a. Figure 2-5b shows the flipped film attached with carbon paste to a 

secondary substrate. Figure 2-5c shows the released surface with an indented region 

(see discussion of roughness, Section 2.2). The crust on the original film, shown in 
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Figure 2-5d, is ~200 nm thick for the films in this study, which is too thin to analyze 

reliably using the image analysis procedure. As discussed later this crust layer does 

not significantly affect the modulus measurement. The images used for analysis are 

taken immediately below the crust in the top region. Figure 2-5e and f depict the well-

aligned middle and entangled base regions.  

 

Figure 2-5: (a) Cross-sectional SEM of a 200 μm-thick VACNT film showing 

locations of the crust, top, middle, and base regions. The crust is directly above the top 

region. (b) The released and flipped film on carbon paste with the original regions 

reversed. (c) SEM image of a 45° view of a released base surface with a region of 

plastically deformed CNT tips (circled) from indentation. The released surface has no 

crust layer. (d) SEM images of the crust and top, (e) middle, and (f) base regions 

showing the differences in CNT morphology.  

 

These trends are also reflected in Figure 2-6 which shows the quantified tube 

structure using the image analysis procedure. The result shows that α peaks in the 

middle region and tends to be lower at the base than the top. Similar trends exist for all 

the samples and are akin to past observations [24]. The values of f are more scattered, 
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partly because obtaining density information from SEM images is less accurate than 

the alignment due to the impact of the depth of field of the SEM. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 2-6: Image analysis results for the 150 μm-thick sample showing (a) α and (b) f 

calculated from SEM images as a function of depth into the sample. Zero distance 

corresponds to the top of the film. The 1,300 μm-thick sample is not shown for clarity. 

In each region, over all samples the standard deviation of α and f is between 3–12% 

and 5–18% respectively. These results are used as inputs to the cellular model. 
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The images of the released films are also analyzed to determine if the release 

procedure changes the film morphology. The morphology of the flipped films matches 

the original film within the scatter of the data. For comparison to measured data, at 

least three images are taken at the top of the original sample and base of the flipped 

sample respectively (the locations indented) to find the average cell dimensions. This 

ensures that any morphology change due to the release procedure is captured in the 

results. 

Figure 2-7 shows the force-displacement curves for (a) the top surface of the 

unmodified 150 μm-thick sample and (b) the base surface of the sample after release. 

The curve shapes are typical of all the samples. The tilt of the curve at negative depth 

is due to the movement of the tip above the sample, an artifact of the AFM setup. The 

hysteresis is a signature of energy dissipation, consistent with past observed behavior 

[16-20]. The dip below zero force reflects adhesion between the tip and sample. The 

base of the films has much higher adhesion than the top surface, as described in the 

methods section. Due to the shallow indentations and low forces, the majority of the 

indentations are in the linear regime of the stress-strain response of the film, as shown 

in Figure 2-7c. The contact area for the stress is calculated as described in the Oliver-

Pharr method, A=π(2hcR-hc
2
) [39]. Occasionally, for some deeper indentations at the 

base surface, the stress-strain curve levels off, indicating the initiation of buckling. 

This effect typically occurs between 8 and 20 kPa and reflects the soft nature of the 

base region. The top surface indentations remain in the linear regime through 80 kPa 

of stress.  
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Figure 2-7: (a) Load-depth curve for the 150 μm-thick sample. “Approach Curve” 

corresponds to the response as the tip approaches the sample surface, and “Retract 

Curve” corresponds to the response of the tip moving away from the sample. The 

black dashed line represents the fitted slope used in the Oliver-Pharr analysis. (b) 

Load-depth curve for the released 150 μm-thick sample. The curve for the JKR model 

fit is also shown as the red dotted line. (c) Stress-strain plot of indentation from the top 

(dashed) and base (solid) of the 150 μm-thick sample.  

 

Figure 2-8 shows that for the indentation measurements E2,base is significantly 

lower than E2,top. The modulus slightly decreases with film thickness, suggesting that 

thicker films are more misaligned, particularly at the base of the film. This is also 

consistent with previous observations [24]. The values of E2,base in Figure 2-8 are 

calculated using the JKR analysis. The values of γ for the base surface range from 1.4 
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to 33 mJ/m
2
 and are comparable to past work which showed γ between 20 and 80 

mJ/m
2
 for multi-walled VACNT films contacting a convex glass surface [41]. Not all 

the indentation curves give perfect fits to the JKR model, but the results for elastic 

modulus are consistent and the variations are reflected in the standard deviation.  

For the range of indentation depths and the amount of variation in the data, the 

samples do not show a clear depth-dependent modulus. This indicates that the crust 

layer does not affect the response because it is negligibly thin or does not have a 

significantly different modulus than the top. According to the cellular model and 

supported by results in Won et al. [22], if the crust has nanotubes with mostly 

horizontal alignment it will have low E2 though E1 is high. The lack of depth-

dependence also suggests that the indentations at both surfaces do not sample the 

properties of the well-aligned middle region. 

 

Figure 2-8: Elastic modulus measured from the top (E2,top) and base (E2,base) surfaces 

of VACNT samples of varying thicknesses. The error bars correspond to the standard 

deviation of the data.  

 

To investigate the dramatic difference between E2,top and E2,base, the cellular 

model is used to compare these values to the film morphology at the top and base. 

Figure 2-9 shows E2,rel plotted against α for each data point, after accounting for 
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differences in f. As mentioned earlier, α and f are generally equal or lower at the base 

region (filled data points) than the top (unfilled data points). Though the data is 

scattered, there is an overall trend of increasing E2,rel with α which suggests that the 

tube morphology may have a strong impact on the film mechanical properties.  

In Figure 2-9 these data points are also plotted against the theoretical curve 

calculated from the cellular model. The overall trend of increasing modulus with 

alignment matches the data, though the data increases more rapidly with α than 

predicted. For a number of reasons, E2,rel of the base side may be lower than expected. 

The image analysis procedure may not be sufficiently effective at detecting density 

differences due to the depth of field of the SEM, causing errors in f if the base is 

actually less dense than it appears [24]. The number of defects in a CNT may increase 

with growth time (as reflected by the increased tortuosity) which may reduce the 

magnitude of Es in the base region. There is also the possibility of unobserved 

weakening of the film due to the release procedure for certain samples, such as the two 

thickest samples. The methods to overcome these shortcomings are beyond the scope 

of this paper and may be resolved by measurements of more samples with a wider 

range of α. These results do show that a simple cellular model can explain trends in 

film behavior based on the morphology of the tube structure. 
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Figure 2-9: Measured modulus for all samples represented by their thicknesses. 

Unfilled data points represent E2,rel of the top surface and filled data points 

(corresponding to the same samples as their unfilled counterparts) represent E2,rel of 

the base surface. The cellular model is used to calculate the trendline “Model” (dashed 

line), with C = 0.17 used to fit the data to the model. Other parameters used include: 

Rout = 4 nm, Rin = 2 nm, and Es = 0.9 TPa. α and f are determined from image data for 

each point. The horizontal error bars include the standard deviation of α and the 

vertical error bars include the error due to the standard deviations of E2 and f for each 

point. 

 

Finally, these results can be used to predict elastic modulus from image data. 

Figure 2-10a shows the expected local in-plane and out-of-plane moduli throughout 

the thickness of a VACNT film, calculated using the foam model with parameters 

extracted from image data and C determined from data fitting. Figure 2-10b shows the 

predicted modulus anisotropy ratio E2/E1, which is around five at the top and as low as 

one at the base. As expected, E2 peaks in the middle region and is lowest at the base. 

E1 and E2 begin to converge at the base as the CNTs become more misaligned. E1 is 

much lower than E2, which agrees with past data from Deck et al. [17] that showed 

that VACNT films are nearly five times stiffer when compressed in the out-of-plane 

direction than the in-plane direction. This also supports past work showing low in-

plane “middle” region modulus of VACNT films grown under similar conditions as 
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the films in this work [22]. Note that these results do not include analysis of the crust 

layer, which needs a different image analysis procedure. The low modulus of these 

films, particularly in the in-plane direction, reflects their potential suitability as 

compliant thermal interface materials. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 2-10: (a) Predicted E1 and E2 of the 150 μm-thick sample as a function of depth 

into the sample using the cellular model and image analysis. The vertical axis has a 

log scale to depict trends in E1. (b) Predicted modulus anisotropy ratio E2/E1. 
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Figure 2-11 shows the aspect ratio of these films compared to SWCNT films 

grown using a different method. These films are described in Chapter 4. The SWCNT 

films have higher density and aspect ratio, illustrating that the structure of VACNT 

films depends on the growth process. The SWCNT films also exhibit misalignment 

towards the base.  

 

Figure 2-11: Aspect ratio of SWCNT films (red) of thickness 5.3, 16, 40, and 81 μm 

compared to the earlier data for these MWCNT films (blue).  

 

2.4 Summary 

We have observed the inhomogeneous structure of multiwalled VACNT films using 

image analysis and mechanical property measurements. Nanoindentation 

measurements are performed on both the top and base surfaces of VACNT films. 

Results show that E2 varies significantly between the top and bottom surface, ranging 

from 1.0 to 2.8 MPa for the top surface and 0.2 to 1.4 MPa for the base. These data are 

compared to a cellular model through analysis of the tube structure using properties 

observed from SEM images. This technique represents a powerful new way to predict 

the mechanical behavior of a VACNT film, or even other types of nanostructured 
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films, using image data rather than performing mechanical measurements. Though the 

complex morphology of the film results in many assumptions associated with the 

measurement, image analysis, and cellular model, the simplicity of the study provides 

a broad understanding of trends in film behavior.  

For further analysis, measurements can be performed on films with different 

structure, such as densified or unaligned films to observe the impact of greater 

variations in aspect ratio and density. The indentation measurement can be done with a 

variety of tip geometries and sizes to fully probe the effects of anisotropy and 

inhomogeneity of the film. A numerical model is currently being developed that will 

reflect a transversely anisotropic, multilayer material. This model can be used to 

estimate the error from the measurements if the elastic properties are estimated or 

measured for each direction.  
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Chapter 3      Assessment of VACNT Films for 

Thermoelectrics 

3.1 Introduction 

Efficient thermoelectric modules (TEMs) require low thermal resistances at the 

interfaces between the functional materials, the electrodes, and the heat exchangers. 

These interfaces must also accommodate the significant coefficient of thermal 

expansion (CTE) mismatch between these regions in the device. The repetitive 

temperature differences experienced by TEMs can exceed 1000 K, and the resulting 

thermal stress can degrade the quality of the interface and increase the interface 

thermal resistance over the module lifetime [59, 60]. 

Past work has demonstrated the importance of interface resistances for 

thermoelectric modules as well as the need for detailed thermomechanical modeling 

[61-64]. Pettes et al. [65] used one-dimensional electrothermal simulations to show 

that when the thermal contact conductance is decreased by a factor of ten, heat 

removal of a thermoelectric cooler decreases by at least 10%. LeBlanc et al. [66] 

showed that thermal interface resistances reduced the attainable electrical power 

output of a thermoelectric generator (TEG) in a water heater by 30% to 50%. The 

importance of thermomechanical studies of TEMs is emphasized in several recent 

works. Clin et al. [67] modeled stresses in TEMs due to temperature gradients across 

thermoelectric pellets, anisotropic CTE of the thermoelectric material, and CTE 

mismatch between different materials. Hori et al. [68] demonstrated decreasing power 
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output and eventual breakdown of TEMs due to deterioration of interfaces after 

thermal cycling. These effects necessitate a mechanically compliant and thermally 

conducting thermal interface material (TIM). 

There has been extensive research on TIMs for microprocessors. The 

temperature fluctuations experienced by microprocessors are generally much less than 

those experienced by TEMs, allowing the use of thinner interface layers and relatively 

stiff materials such as metal alloys. Common interface materials include greases, 

solders, and polymer-based composites [1]. The thermoelectric community typically 

uses these commercially available TIMs.  

The thermomechanical strain in thermoelectric conversion systems can be 

significantly larger than those in microprocessors. This calls for larger TIM 

thicknesses and heightens the potential benefits of a nanostructured interface solution 

such as a VACNT film.  In a typical thermoelectric module, solder is used to make 

electrical contact to the pellets and thermal grease is used to improve thermal contact 

between the module and surrounding surfaces. This work attempts to illustrate the 

different property requirements of interface materials in thermoelectric systems 

relative to the more mature microprocessor applications. 

Table 3-1 lists representative system parameters associated with TEGs and 

microprocessors. ΔT reflects the difference between off and on states. The TEG values 

are adapted from studies of waste heat recovery modules described in Vasquez et al. 

[69] The values for the BLT and microprocessor geometry are well documented in 

literature [1]. Figure 3-1 shows the stresses in systems using the values in Table 3-1 in 

Eq. 1-2 as well as the relation between thermal resistivity (R) and shear modulus (G) 

for each TIM. For fixed values of ΔT, α1, α2, L, and d, stress increases with G of the 

TIM. The solid lines in Figure 3-1 show that TEGs experience much higher stresses 

than microprocessors. The TEG pellet & metal interface has relatively low stress due 

to the small contact area but is still susceptible to fracture, as many thermoelectric 
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materials are brittle. The boxed areas in Figure 3-1 illustrate the tradeoff between 

mechanical and thermal properties in polymeric TIMs and solders. High G 

corresponds to solders, while low G is characteristic of polymeric TIMs such as 

greases and gels. A comparison of σ and R shows that though polymers may 

experience low stress, they typically have high R, while solders have very low R but 

high modulus and high stress. CNT-based TIMs approach the ideal TIM that 

minimizes σ, G, and R.  

Table 3-1: Comparison of interfaces in representative microprocessor and 

thermoelectric material sets. 

Interface ΔT 

CTE 

Mismatch 

(10
-6

/K) 

Common 

Joint Length 

(cm) 

BLT 

(μm) 

Microprocessor chip (Si) 

& heat spreader (Cu) 

100 K 14 

 

2 

 

30 

TEG Module (Al2O3) & 

Heat source (Cu) 

600 K 8.5 

 

7.5 

 

100 

TEG Pellet (PbTe) & 

Metal (Cu) 

600 K 3.9 0.5 60 
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Figure 3-1: The solid lines represent maximum TIM stresses in TEG and 

microprocessor applications using values in Table 3-1. Polymeric TIMs range from 

particle-filled oils to epoxies, with G in the 0-2 GPa range. G of solders range from 

roughly 4 GPa (eg. pure In) to 10 GPa (eg. hard solders). The boxes represent  thermal 

resistivity (right axis, log scale) for CNT-based TIMs, polymeric TIMs, and solders. 

 

The solution to the thermal interface problem in thermoelectrics may be to 

apply VACNT TIMs around the entire module (Figure 3-2a) or between the pellet and 

electrical leads (Figure 3-2b). The present work studies the unique implementation of 

VACNT interface materials grown directly on a thermoelectric material, as in Figure 

3-2b. This work characterizes the thermal properties of metal-coated multiwalled 

VACNT films on SiGe, a standard high-temperature thermoelectric material [70], 

using a nanosecond thermoreflectance technique. These results were previously 

published in Gao et al. [10]. 
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Figure 3-2: (a) A nanostructured interface material (“Interface”) is used around the 

module. (b) a nanostructured interface material (“Interface”) is used between the 

thermoelectric material and metal leads. Figures are based on typical TEG 

construction.  

 

3.2 Experimental 

3.2.1 SAMPLE PREPARATION 

Among the broad variety of thermoelectric materials available, this study aims to work 

with one that has both technical promise and compatibility with the CNT growth 

process. SiGe substrates are chosen for their ability to withstand CNT growth 

temperatures of over 800°C. The SiGe samples are fabricated using molecular beam 

epitaxy on Si substrates and consist of a 2 μm buffer layer, a 1.3 μm superlattice of 

alternating Si and Ge, and a 0.3 μm highly-doped cap layer [71]. The samples are then 

prepared for the CNT growth process, which is refined for high growth yield on SiGe 

substrates. Sample sets are prepared both with and without an initial 100 nm-thick 

PECVD SiO2 layer deposited on the SiGe substrate. Successful growth on both sample 

sets indicates that this SiO2 layer is not necessary for multiwalled CNT (MWCNT) 

growth on SiGe. Next a 20 nm Al2O3 layer followed by a 10 Å thick Fe film is 

deposited on all samples. Annealing in oxygen produces a monolayer of Fe clusters to 
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act as catalysts for the CNT growth. A coupled-RF CVD plasma system is used for the 

MWCNT synthesis. The furnace temperature is maintained at 825°C while a mixture 

of C2H4 and Ar gases flow through the chamber for 30 minutes to produce an array of 

aligned nanotubes of ~1.5 μm height. Figure 3-3a shows a schematic of the samples 

used in these measurements, including the locations of the measured boundary 

resistances. A 50 nm-thick platinum film is deposited on the CNT array for 

thermoreflectance measurements. The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) profile of 

the sample in Figure 3-3b shows that the platinum layer uniformly coats the tops of the 

CNTs. Figure 3-3c shows that the height of the VACNT film is roughly 1.5 m. 

Figure 3-3d shows the rough surface of the VACNT film. The surface topography and 

porous structure of the metal-coated MWCNT film can potentially pose challenges for 

thermoreflectance techniques. As long as voids in the metal coating are negligible and 

the metal is optically thick, the transmission of the laser beams is insignificant. 
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Figure 3-3: (a) Schematic of sample geometry. (b) 50 nm Pt deposited on top of CNTs, 

showing minimal voids.  (c) cross sectional view of the VACNT film grown on SiGe / 

Si substrates before metallization. (d) 45° view SEM of the VACNT film. 

 

3.2.2 MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES 

Previous work has extensively described and applied the nanosecond 

thermoreflectance (NSTR) technique to measuring the thermal properties of thin film 

materials and their interfaces [72]. Figure 3-4 shows a schematic of the 

thermoreflectance system used in this work. A Nd:YAG pump laser (532 nm) heat the 

top metal film with 6 ns pulses at a frequency of 10 Hz and spot diameter of ~3 mm, 

creating a transient temperature field in the multilayer stack. The reflected intensity of 

a continuous wave probe laser (658 nm wavelength) is proportional to the surface 

temperature [73], providing a dynamic measurement of the surface temperature of the 
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metal film. The probe laser is focused on the sample with a Gaussian 1/e
2
 width of ~20 

m, and a 650 MHz bandwidth photodiode measures the reflected probe beam 

intensity. Because the heating diameter is much larger than the maximum thermal 

diffusion depth during the experiments, analysis reduces to a solution of the one 

dimensional heat diffusion equation for a multilayer stack with surface heating that 

explicitly incorporates interface resistances [72, 74]. A multi-parameter least-squares 

fit of the transient thermal response data to the solution of the thermal model extracts 

the effective thermal properties of the VACNT film [72, 74]. 

 

Figure 3-4: Schematic of the setup. The red dashed lines represent the probe beam 

reflected from the sample. “PBS” stands for polarizing beam splitter. “PD” stands for 

photodetector. “BP” stands for band pass. “PC” stands for personal computer. 

 

The short timescales and unique time-dependent sensitivity of the thermal 

response to the thermal properties of the CNT film enable depth profiling of thermal 

resistances within the film and at its interfaces [72]. A comprehensive study of the 

impact of the variations in the thermal and physical properties (e.g. thickness) of each 

layer in the sample indicates that it is possible to extract the volumetric heat capacity 
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of the CNT film Cv,film and the boundary resistances R”CNT-Pt and R”CNT-Sub. These 

values can be individually resolved because each value uniquely affects the shape of 

the thermal response and appears separately in the analytical solution. The 

measurement is insensitive to the thermal conductivity of the VACNT film, kfilm 

because the film is relatively thin and the boundary resistances dominate the total 

resistance [72, 75-77]. Nanosecond thermoreflectance measurements typically provide 

sensitivity to the effusivity of the sample, e = (kfilmCv,film)
0.5

 but in this case Cv,film can 

be extracted because the response is not sensitive to kfilm. 

The experimental error and uncertainty are due to a variety of factors including 

signal noise and uncertainty in the material parameters that affect the extracted values. 

These material parameters include the local variations in the metal thickness, CNT 

thickness, and interface microstructure. The analytical solution is not sensitive to the 

thermal conductivity of the metal layer or any properties of the SiGe layer and Si 

substrate. The insensitivity to the CNT conductivity and SiGe properties are 

advantageous due to the uncertainty associated with these values.  

The evolution of the thermal properties due to thermal cycling is measured by 

mounting the sample on a programmable INSTEC® temperature controlled stage. 

After applying 100 thermal cycles between 30°C to 200°C, the sample is measured 

using the same methods described above. The length of each cycle is roughly six 

minutes.  

 

3.3 Results and Discussion 

Figure 3-5 shows a representative thermal response trace for the VACNT film grown 

on SiGe along with the best-fit analytical solution (dashed line). The dotted line in 

Figure 3-5 shows that the analytical solution gives a poor fit when fitting the VACNT 

layer as a single resistance without also fitting Cv,film. The need to simultaneously fit 
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Cv,film, R”CNT-Pt, and R”CNT-Sub proves that the measurement sensitive to the individual 

boundary resistances rather than a lumped total resistance of the array.  

 

Figure 3-5: Thermal response trace data (solid) and best-fit analytical solution 

(dashed) for the VACNT film grown on SiGe measured using nanosecond 

thermoreflectance. T/Tmax is normalized surface temperature. The dotted line shows a 

poor fit when the CNT layer is fitted as a lumped total resistance.  

 

Table 3-2 shows the fitted parameters before thermal cycling averaged over 

multiple measurements at three locations on the sample, as well as the uncertainty 

associated with each value. The effective fill fraction f of the VACNT film can be 

estimated by comparing Cv,film to the volumetric heat capacity of an individual 

MWCNT, Cv,ind [72]. The heat capacity cp of MWCNTs is taken to be that of graphite, 

710 J kg
-1 

K
-1

 [78] and the density ρ is 1.34 × 10
3
 kg m

-3
 [79] giving Cv,ind of roughly 1 

MJ m
-3

 K
-1

. f is given by f = Cv,film/Cv,ind. 

The measured value of Cv,film gives f = 0.9%. MWCNT arrays typically have 

0.5 - 10% volume fraction [77, 80]. The uncertainty in R”CNT-Pt and R”CNT-Sub are due 
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mainly to variations across the sample and uncertainty in the Pt thickness. The 

uncertainty in Cv,film is due largely to the uncertainty in CNT height, which is estimated 

to be between 1 μm and 3 μm based on the SEM images. 

Table 3-2: Averaged best-fit values for the extracted properties of the CNT film grown 

on SiGe/Si substrate. 

Parameter Average Result Uncertainty (%) 

R”CNT-Pt 1.4 m
2 

K MW
-1

 30 

R”CNT-Sub 4.3 m
2 

K MW
-1

 40 

Cv, eff 87 kJ m
-3

 K
-1

 50 

 

R”CNT-Pt and R”CNT-Sub match with previously reported boundary resistance 

values, which are typically between 1 to 100 m
2
 K MW

-1
 for MWCNT arrays [77, 81]. 

Assuming a lower bound of keff of 1 W m
-1

 K
-1

 gives a bulk film resistance of 1.5 m
2
 K 

MW
-1

. This with the best fit values for R”CNT-Pt and R”CNT-Sub gives a total film 

resistance R”tot of 7.2 m
2
 K MW

-1
. This is analogous to a 21.6 μm layer of thermal 

grease at k = 3 W m
-1

 K
-1

 without boundary resistances. In practical applications of the 

VACNT film, the boundary resistances may be reduced with the use of a eutectic-

based binder material that maintains good thermal contact with more tubes [77]. 

Thermal cycling results of the same sample are shown in Figure 3-6. There 

seems to be little effect on thermal resistance after 10 cycles. There is roughly a 15% 

increase in R”CNT-Sub after 100 cycles, but this difference is still within the error range 

and not necessarily an indication of sample damage. Further study is needed to 

confirm the effects of thermal cycling.  
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Figure 3-6: Effect of thermal cycling from 30°C to 200°C on VACNT film boundary 

resistances. N is the number of cycles. 

 

3.4 Summary 

 

This work addresses the different interface requirements between thermoelectric and 

microprocessor applications and studies the relevance of using VACNT thermal 

interface materials for thermoelectric systems. We explain the benefits of using a 

nanostructured TIM, demonstrate VACNT growth on thermoelectric material, and 

measure the thermal boundary resistances and heat capacity associated with the 

VACNT film. The boundary resistances can be reduced in future studies with 

application of adhesion layers around the VACNT film and by improving the VACNT 

growth to obtain thicker films. Thermal cycling does not have a significantly 

detrimental effect on the VACNT array, though further studies are necessary, as well 

as comprehensive imaging of the sample before and after cycling. Future work also 

includes studying nanostructured interfaces in actual thermoelectric devices. 
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Chapter 4      Thermal Characterization of Single-

Wall VACNT Films 

4.1 Introduction 

Thermal interface materials (TIMs) are critical for a variety of applications including 

microprocessors and thermoelectric power generators [1, 10, 82]. The temperature 

drop across these interface materials is a key factor influencing the reliability of 

computers and the efficiency of thermoelectric generators. Though compliant 

materials such as thermal greases mitigate reliability concerns resulting from 

mismatches in the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) at interfaces, they do not 

conduct heat as well as a solder joint. Recently there has been interest in TIMs based 

on vertically aligned carbon nanotube (VACNT) films. A VACNT film makes use of 

the high axial thermal conductivity and flexibility of individual carbon nanotubes 

(CNTs) and avoids drawbacks of polymer-based greases such as pump-out, drying, 

and degradation at high temperatures [1, 82]. VACNT films can currently be grown to 

millimeters in height and on a variety of substrate materials, including metals [83, 84]. 

They are promising for applications with large CTE mismatch or substantial gaps 

between the contacting surfaces.  

Given the wide range of past data on VACNT thermal properties, there is a 

need to better understand and improve the performance of these films. The thermal 

conductivity, heat capacity, and boundary resistances of the films are all important 

properties and past measurements have only determined one or two properties at a 

time. VACNT films also have a complex morphology that can affect the thermal and 
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mechanical behavior of the film. The thermal properties are rarely linked to analysis of 

the film morphology.  

Past measurement and simulation of the thermal conductivity of an individual 

nanotube, kind, ranges from around 34 – 10,000 W m
-1 

K
-1

 [4, 85, 86], with most values 

around 3,000 W m
-1 

K
-1

 [4-7]. Most modeling of nanotubes is performed on single-

wall CNTs (SWCNTs) due to the complexity of multiwalled CNTs (MWCNTs). 

Though individual MWCNT have been measured to have kind as high as 3,000 W m
-1 

K
-1

 [6, 7], Pettes et al. measured a significantly lower kind in their MWCNT compared 

to their SWCNT, possibly due to increased defects in the MWCNT [87].  

Previous measurements of the effective thermal conductivity of VACNT films, 

kfilm, have nearly all been performed on MWCNT films. This is in part due to the 

difficulty of growing vertically-aligned SWCNT films, though SWCNT films 

generally have higher CNT quality [88, 89]. Past work measuring MWCNT films 

report kfilm ranging from 0.5 W m
-1 

K
-1

 to 267 W m
-1 

K
-1

 [12, 76, 78, 79, 81, 90-95]. 

Most of these values of kfilm are much lower than predictions based on scaling the ideal 

kind = 3000 W m
-1 

K
-1

 by f, the nominal volume fraction of CNTs in the film. A review 

of past measurements of kfilm scaled by f is provided in Gao et al. [10]. The specific 

reasons for the relatively low and scattered values of kfilm remain poorly understood – 

the mechanisms may be due to the lower quality of CNTs in a film compared to the 

high-quality tubes used for individual tube measurements, effects from tube-tube 

interaction, or poor engagement between the film and surrounding materials. The 

quality of the contact between the film and surrounding surfaces also affects boundary 

resistances, which can be a significant contribution to the total thermal resistance of 

the VACNT layer [12, 95, 96].  

There have been few measurements of both kfilm and film heat capacity for a 

given film. The volumetric heat capacity of the film, Cv,film is sometimes estimated 

using f and then used to extract thermal conductivity from thermal diffusivity (α) or 

effusivity (e) measurements [78, 91, 94]. Cv,film is related to f through the density and 

heat capacity of an individual nanotube. The value of f is typically estimated from 
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image analysis or mass measurements. Previous observations of the nanotube structure 

show that the CNT density and alignment in a VACNT film can vary throughout the 

film thickness [24, 31, 97], which may result in errors in density calculated from 

image estimates. Furthermore, if there are nanotubes present that do not participate in 

thermal conduction, the heat capacity will be overestimated [98]. Thus kfilm and Cv,film 

should be measured separately for each film. 

The present work represents the first study on the thermal properties of a set of 

seven high quality single-wall VACNT film samples grown under identical conditions 

over a range of thicknesses. A frequency domain thermoreflectance technique is used 

to extract a set of thermal properties including kfilm, Cv,film, and boundary resistances. 

The surface roughness of the metalized films is characterized using an atomic force 

microscope (AFM). The film morphology is quantified using image analysis and 

provides insight into its thermal response. This also serves as a method to quantify the 

difference between samples, which may help explain the wide variation in past 

measured thermal properties. 

4.2 Sample Preparation 

Vertically aligned SWCNT films are grown by alcohol catalytic chemical vapor 

deposition at 800°C with ethanol as the carbon source. Details of the synthesis and 

growth procedure have been previously reported in literature [89, 97, 99, 100]. The Si 

substrates are fabricated by means of growth of a 50 nm SiO2 layer, followed by 

evaporation of catalyst films of 10 nm Al and 0.2 nm Co. This growth procedure 

produces SWCNT with an average diameter of 2 nm. The number density of 

nanotubes is around 10
15 

m
-2

 [101]. The nanotubes often form bundles, typically 

composed of 5 - 6 tubes [101].  

Growth times are varied to yield seven SWCNT film thicknesses of 5.3, 6.3, 

16, 40, 42, 45, and 81 μm. The mass densities of the SWCNT films are determined 

using their measured mass, thicknesses, and areas. The mass of the sample before and 

after the SWCNT growth is measured using a microbalance (SE2 Ultra Micro 
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Balance, Sartorius) and confirmed by removing the SWCNT film and re-weighing the 

substrate. The thickness of the SWCNT films is obtained from cross-sectional SEM 

images. The measured mass density of 94 – 102 kg m
-3

 translates to ~7% volume 

density, assuming an individual SWCNT density of 1.5 g cm
-3

 based on the density of 

graphite (2.23 g cm
-3

), graphite interlayer spacing (0.34 nm), and radius of the 

SWCNT (1 nm).   

For the thermal measurements, a 100 nm-thick Ti layer is evaporated on top of 

the SWCNT array as an adhesion layer, followed by a 100 nm-thick Ag film for high 

optical reflectance. The sample structure is shown in Figure 4-1a, with a cross-

sectional scanning electron microscope (SEM) view of the film shown in Figure 4-1b. 

The SEM images of the sample in Figure 4-1c and d show that the metal forms a 

discrete layer over the nanotubes, with pore diameters <100 nm. The rough surface of 

the metal-coated VACNT film often poses a challenge for thermoreflectance 

measurements. Past techniques for overcoming this include heating the film through 

transparent substrates coated with metal layers which are then bonded to VACNT 

films, but these require more specialized sample preparation [77, 81]. Because of the 

rough nature of the film, there is some uncertainty regarding the heat capacity and 

thickness of the film - these are discussed later.  
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Figure 4-1: (a) Schematic of the sample structure for thermoreflectance measurements. 

The top and bottom boundary resistances are indicated by R”top and R”base 

respectively. (b) Cross-section of a VACNT film on Si. (c) Top-down SEM image of 

the metalized surface of a SWCNT film. (d) SEM image of a cross-section of a 

SWCNT sample, showing the metal layer on top of the vertically-aligned nanotubes.  

 

For image analysis, the VACNT samples are first split by cleaving the Si 

substrate to gain visual access to the CNTs away from the sample edges. The cleaved 

edge is sputter coated with ~4 nm Au to enhance SEM image contrast. Images of the 

film are taken using a FEI XL30 Sirion SEM from the top to the base of the film. The 

image analysis and procedure to extract alignment and volume fraction are described 

in Chapter 2.  

The surface roughness of the metalized VACNT films is examined using a 

Topometrix Explorer scanning probe microscope in contact mode.  The VACNT films 

without a metal layer did not provide clear images due to the soft and porous film 

surface. The AFM cantilevers used have silicon nitride tips with 20 nm radius. At least 

three images with scan size 10 μm square or 20 μm square are taken of each sample. 
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Images are leveled and horizontal strokes are corrected using data analysis software 

(Gwyddion 2.22) before the root mean square (RMS) roughness is calculated. Figure 

4-2 shows the results of AFM surface topography measurements. There does not 

appear to be a strong trend with film thickness.  

 

Figure 4-2: RMS surface roughness of metallized SWCNT films. The error bars are 

based on the standard deviation between images. 

 

4.3 Thermal Measurements 

4.3.1 EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 

The films are measured using two optical non-contact methods: a nanosecond 

thermoreflectance (NSTR) technique and a frequency domain thermoreflectance 

(FDTR) technique. The NSTR experimental setup and theory has been described in 

detail in previous work [96, 102]. The FDTR method has also been well documented 

in past literature [74, 103, 104]. This work describes this particular setup for the first 

time. This FDTR setup is integrated with the NSTR rig, where the sample is located at 

the same position and the probe laser and photodetector are shared. The FDTR setup 

provides sensitivity to individual material properties, as explained in the following 

section, and the NSTR technique is only used to confirm the FDTR results for these 

measurements. 
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Figure 4-3 shows the FDTR setup, in which the intensity of a heating laser, or 

“pump” (Nd:YAG, 1064 nm) is modulated by an electro-optic modulator (EOM) 

(Conoptics, Inc. Model 360) that is controlled by a high voltage analog driver 

(Conoptics, Inc. Model 25A, DC to 30 MHz). A function generator controls the 

modulation frequency of the EOM. An optical isolator is placed before the EOM to 

prevent back reflections into the laser cavity that cause instabilities in the heating 

beam. 

The pump heats the metalized surface of the VACNT sample with a sinusoidal 

heat flux. A probe beam (658 nm wavelength) is reflected off the surface and the 

amplitude of the reflected beam is detected by an 80 MHz balanced photodiode (New 

Focus
TM

, Model 1807). The reflectivity of the metal film is proportional to its 

temperature, so the reflected intensity of the probe provides the temporal dependence 

of the sample’s surface temperature. The photodiode is operated in balanced mode to 

increase the signal to noise ratio and includes 658 nm band-pass filters on both 

detectors. The photodiode voltage is sent to a lock-in amplifier that can operate from 

DC to 100 kHz (Stanford Research Systems, Inc. Model SR830). Lock-in amplifiers 

can detect the amplitude and phase shift of signals with poor signal-to-noise ratios by 

locking in to the fundamental frequency of the signal and rejecting all other 

frequencies. The function generator used to control the EOM also sets the reference 

frequency and phase of the lock-in. 

The amplitude and phase shift of the pump beam is determined in the same 

manner by detecting the pump beam reflected off the sample using the same optical 

path and components (photodetector, cables, etc). This is used to find the amplitude 

and phase shift due to the sample of interest by accounting for phase and amplitude 

shift of the setup itself. To do this the probe amplitude is divided by the pump 

amplitude, after both are normalized, and the pump phase shift is subtracted from the 

measured probe phase shift.  

The amplitude shift and phase delay of the reflected probe beam relative to the 

heating beam depends on the thermal properties of the sample and the frequency of 
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heating. The solution to the three-dimensional, radially-symmetric heat diffusion 

equation for a multilayer stack [74] is fit to the phase shift and normalized magnitude 

data using a multi-parameter, least-squares fitting algorithm. The sample structure 

consists of a semi-infinite air layer, metal layers, VACNT film layer, and semi-infinite 

Si substrate layer with boundary resistances between each layer. This allows 

extraction of the effective thermal properties of the VACNT film and its interfaces.  

Both the pump and probe beams are focused onto the sample using a 10× 

objective lens. The radii of the heating and probe spot affect the thermal response and 

can be tuned by adjusting the divergence of the beams. For these measurements a 1/e
2
 

heating spot radius (rpump) of 183 µm is chosen. The large heating diameter allows the 

spot size to be directly measured using a CCD beam profiler (Thorlabs, Inc. BC106-

VIS) and reduces the temperature rise of the region. It also reduces sensitivity to the 

film anisotropy, which is assigned a value based on past literature. The probe radius 

(rprobe) is calculated to be 8 µm at the focus by fitting a set of beam widths, measured 

by the beam profiler, to a Gaussian beam profile. The thermal response has low 

sensitivity to rprobe. The beam profiler is also used to ensure that the beams are coaxial. 

The maximum temperature rise of the sample is given by )2/( krQT pumpavgavg 

where Qavg is the average laser power and k is the thermal conductivity of the substrate 

[74, 104]. The average absorbed heating power is estimated to be 20 mW using a 

power meter and the reflectivity of Ag. For the worst case scenario of a semi-infinite, 

low conductivity CNT film with k = 2 W m
-1

 K
-1

, the temperature rise is around 15 K.  
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Figure 4-3: Schematic of the FDTR setup. A PC controls the function generator and 

captures data from the lock-in amplifier, allowing sweeps over various frequency 

ranges at a customizable data rates and sensitivities. The photodetector is a balanced 

detector; the photodiode depicted on the lower edge detects the modulated probe beam 

and the detector on the left edge captures the unmodulated probe beam. The intensity 

of the two beams is adjusted using filters and wave plates.  

 

4.3.2 DATA ANALYSIS AND UNCERTAINTY 

Thermoreflectance measurements are particularly challenging for CNT films 

because the thermal response of these samples is independently sensitive to as many as 

four thermal properties, depending on their relative magnitudes and the thermal 

diffusion depth. These include Cv,film,  kfilm, R”top, and R”base. The thickness of the CNT 

film and the properties of the metal layer and substrate are set as known values. Figure 

4-4 shows examples of imperfections in a VACNT film that affect the unknown 

parameters. Figure 4-4a shows how incomplete CNT-metal contact can create 

thermally isolated CNTs due to high CNT-CNT thermal resistance. These isolated 

nanotubes (in blue) would not contribute to thermal conduction and heat capacity, but 
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they would be included in mass measurements and image estimates of f. Figure 4-4b 

indicates that CNT-CNT contact may reduce kind by affecting phonon modes in a 

CNT. Figure 4-4c shows how defects may also reduce kind by acting as scattering sites 

for phonons and can create kinks in the nanotube structure. Figure 4-4d shows that 

reduced density at the base of the film may affect the calculated f of the film, though if 

the nanotubes contact the top metal layer they will still contribute to heat capacity in a 

thermoreflectance measurement. This also illustrates decreasing nanotube alignment 

towards the base, which may indicate defects and increased tube-tube contact. The 

detachment of tubes may also manifest as a high boundary resistance.  

The values of f and kind for CNT films are unknown but can be related to the 

previous four unknown parameters as follows. For the analysis, f is defined as the 

volume of tubes that contribute to thermal conduction within the film, kfilm = f × kind. 

An equal number of nanotubes should contribute to heat capacity and thermal 

conductivity, giving the additional condition Cv,film = f × Cv,ind, where Cv,ind is the 

volumetric heat capacity of an individual SWCNT. Cv,ind is assumed to be 1 MJ m
-3

 K
-

1
, assuming the specific heat of a SWCNT is that of graphite, 710 J kg

-1 
K

-1
, and the 

density of a SWCNT is 1.5 g cm
-3

.  

Though it is possible to simultaneously fit four unknown parameters, during 

data fitting there are often multiple solutions that fit a single thermal trace. In many 

cases, a thermoreflectance measurement may only be sensitive to α or e. This is the 

case for the NSTR technique, which gives sensitivity to e. The advantage of the FDTR 

technique is that it provides sensitivity to k and Cv separately due to radial heat 

spreading [104, 105]. Sensitivity is defined as 
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Figure 4-4: Diagram of a VACNT film coated with a metal layer (gray) grown from 

catalysts (orange) on a substrate (green). Various imperfections in a VACNT film, 

which govern the properties extracted in the present work, are illustrated.  

 

Sensitivity is generally dictated by the thermal diffusion depth (Lp) into the 

sample, the degree of radial heat spreading, and the relative contribution of a 

parameter to the overall thermal response. Thermal diffusion depth is given by 

 /2pL  where ω is the angular frequency of the heating. These effects are 

illustrated by the following examples. At a frequency of 1 kHz and α of 55 mm
2
 s

-1
, Lp 

= 132 μm, whereas at a frequency of 100 kHz, Lp = 13 μm. If Lp is much lower than 

the thickness of the film, the results will not be sensitive to R”base. If the ratio of rpump 

to Lp is high, the thermal diffusion through the sample will become one-dimensional 

and the thermal response will only give sensitivity to e. For the VACNT films less 

than 40 μm thick, the thermal response is not sensitive to kfilm because the contribution 

of the film resistance to the overall thermal response is small. Similarly, the sensitivity 

to R”top decreases when R”top is small.  

Figure 4-5 shows the sensitivity of amplitude and phase to various parameters, 

illustrating how the sensitivity to each parameter is unique over the frequency range. 

The response exhibits unique sensitivity to kfilm and Cv,film and low sensitivity to R”top. 
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For example, at around 16 kHz the phase response has zero sensitivity to kfilm but has 

some sensitivity to Cv,film. The magnitude generally exhibits low sensitivity to kfilm but 

not Cv,film. Near 100 kHz, the phase response exhibits sensitivity to e with no 

distinction between kfilm and Cv,film. This is because as frequency increases, the thermal 

diffusion depth decreases, resulting in one-dimensional heat flow. The sensitivity to 

R”base is also unique but is not shown for clarity. 

 

Figure 4-5: The theoretical sensitivity to changes in kfilm, Cv,film, and R”top for (a) the 

magnitude response and (b) phase response based on measured values for the 45 μm-

thick sample. The dashed line indicates zero sensitivity.  

 

Uncertainties due to local variations in the metal thickness, CNT thickness, and 

signal noise contribute to the scatter in the data. These errors are captured by taking 

multiple measurements per sample; each sample is measured at three different 
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locations on the sample with at least two data sets per spot. This gives the standard 

deviation of the data at each frequency. 

There is a range of possible best-fit solutions for each data set that fall within 

the scatter of the data. A single four-parameter fit would only represent one possible 

solution in the solution space. To interrogate the full range of values that fit the data, 

the following procedure is done for each sample over each of the four variables. The 

value of one variable is fixed (e.g. kfilm) while data fitting is performed on the other 

three variables (e.g. R”top, Cv,film, R”base). This is repeated to find the minimum and 

maximum values of the fixed variable that give good fits to data (e.g. kfilm  = 2 - 4 W 

m
-1

 K
-1

). For example, if kfilm for the thickest sample is assumed to be 50 W m
-1

 K
-1

, 

there is no combination of variables that give a good fit to data, thus kfilm cannot be 

that value. 

Bounds on each parameter, shown in Table 4-1, are used during data fitting to 

limit the solution space. The lower bound of the boundary resistances represents the 

typical contact resistance between two smooth well-contacted surfaces and is based on 

values from past modeling of CNT-substrate and graphene-metal contact resistance 

[98]. The upper bound is an order of magnitude higher than the highest measured 

boundary resistance for VACNT films. The range of kfilm is based on the range of past 

measured data on VACNT films. The upper limit of f is based on the highest expected 

density of these VACNT films and is higher than the measured mass density of 7%. 

Anisotropy ranges between perfectly anisotropic (zero) to perfectly isotropic (one). 

The expected value of 0.01 is based on previous measurements of anisotropy which 

range from 0.014 to 0.042 [81, 91, 106] and the observation that these nanotubes are 

well aligned. The other expected values in Table 4-1 represent the initial guesses used 

during data fitting. The results are independent of these values. 
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Table 4-1. Bounds for each unknown parameter and expected values.  

Parameter 

Lower 

Bound 

Upper 

Bound 

Expected 

value 

R”top (m
2 

K MW
-1

) 0.001 1000 1 

kfilm (W m
-1

 K
-1

 ) 0.5 300 5 

f (%) 1 10 7 

R”Base (m
2 

K MW
-1

) 0.001 1000 1 

Anisotropy 0 1 0.01 

 

There are also errors due to the uncertainty in known parameters such as the 

thicknesses of each layer, known thermal properties, and spot sizes. This is calculated 

using standard error propagation techniques given by 

 














j

i
i j

j

Z
Z

2

       (4-2) 

Here Zi are the extracted parameters kfilm, Cv,film, R”top, and R”base and j are the 

modeling parameters. ΔZi represents the error of each parameter. The thermal 

conductivity of the metal layers and the properties of the Si substrate are assumed to 

have low uncertainty and contribute negligibly to the total error.  

Table 4-2 shows that the errors due to these parameters are much lower than 

the error due to the scatter in the data, except for the error in kfilm due to uncertainty in 

the thickness and heat capacity of the metal. 
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Table 4-2: Example uncertainty analysis for the 45 μm-thick SWCNT film. Lmetal 

represents the thickness of the metal layers and LCNT represents the thickness of the 

SWCNT film. ΔZi are given in the last four columns. The uncertainties in the metal 

layer dominate the total uncertainty for each variable. 

Parameter 

Nominal 

value Uncertainty 

Δkfilm 

(W m
-1

 

K
-1

) Δf 

ΔR”top 

(m
2 

K 

GW
-1

) 

ΔR”base 

(m
2 

K 

GW
-1

) 

Lmetal 200 nm 10 nm 0.12 0.01 11 338 

Cv,metal 
2.47 

MJ m
-3

 K
-1

 
10% 0.12 0.01 13 346 

Anisotropy 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.00 6 47 

LCNT 45 μm 1 μm 0.08 0.00 0 2 

rpump 183 μm 5 μm 0.07 0.00 34 31 

rprobe 8.5 μm 2 μm 0.00 0.00 1 13 

Total 

uncertainty 
-- -- 0.20 0.01 38 488 

 

4.4 Results and Discussion 

Figure 4-6 shows an example of the best fit magnitude and phase response to data for 

the 45 μm sample. The best fit values that fall within the error range are reported in the 

results. 
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Figure 4-6: FDTR data and best fit solution for the (a) magnitude response and (b) 

phase response for the 45 μm sample. The data points include error bars representing 

the standard deviation of the data. A higher number of data points are taken at 

frequencies below 30 kHz because the sensitivities are stronger and there is a higher 

rate of change in that region. 

 

The results from the thermoreflectance measurements of the SWCNT films are 

shown in Figure 4-7. The error bars encompass the full range of possible solutions. 

The extracted film properties all fall within those reported in past literature. As 

mentioned earlier, there is low sensitivity to the properties of the VACNT film itself as 

the film thickness decreases below 40 μm. kfilm is not reported for those films and the 

error bars for f are larger.  

Figure 4-7a shows that the average values of kfilm range between 2.1 and 3.5 W 

m
-1

 K
-1

. In Figure 4-7a, the results from the FDTR measurement are compared against 
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NSTR measurements to check for consistency. The NSTR data is fit using a set value 

of f from the FDTR results and match well with the FDTR results. Figure 4-7b shows 

the best fit values for f. Cv,film ranges from 5.5 to 9.3 J cm
-3

 K
-1

 and the values of α 

range from 37 to 56 mm
2
 s

-1
. This is comparable to past data of α which range from 42 

to 90 mm
2
 s

-1 
[81, 91, 106]. The large uncertainty in f for some samples in makes it 

difficult to discern any trends with thickness. 

 

Figure 4-7. (a) kfilm of each sample represented by the film thickness. “FD” represents 

data taken using FDTR while “NS” represents data taken using NSTR. (b) f of each 

sample with f = 10% as the upper bound (dashed line). (c) kind  calculated from data in 

(a) and (b). (d) R”base of the SWCNT films. 

 

Figure 4-7c shows kind calculated from the data in Figure 4-7a and b using the 

relationship kfilm = f × kind given earlier. The results are much lower than the ideal 

values of kind = 3000 W m
-1

 K
-1

 though they match well with past values of kind 

extracted from measurements of VACNT films [81, 90, 91, 93, 95, 106]. There may 
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be low kind from an increased probability of defects, vacancies, and impurities with 

tube length [91, 107-109]. Defects can develop during CNT growth from a variety of 

factors, including gas pressure and growth time [110]. Sidewall defects can cause 

kinking of the nanotubes, which may contribute to the tortuous morphology of the 

tubes [107, 111]. The CVD film growth process typically produces CNTs with more 

defects and impurities than the pristine, short CNTs that give high kind values in 

individual CNT measurements [112]. Based on SEM and TEM analysis of these films, 

a majority of the tubes in the film are bundled [101]. Tube-tube coupling in the form 

of tube crossing or bundling may increase the number of phonon scattering sites along 

the CNT, causing lower kind [113]. Simulations by Berber et al. have shown that the 

interlayer interactions of stacked graphene sheets (graphite) lowered the thermal 

conductivity of a single sheet by nearly an order of magnitude and that the same 

should be expected of CNT bundles [114]. Measurements on bundled tubes have 

shown much lower k than single tubes, from ~2 to 683 W m
-1

 K
-1

 [115-117].  

Figure 4-7d shows that R”base ranges from 3 - 80 m
2
 K

-1
 MW

-1
 for the thick 

samples. Only an upper bound could be determined for R”top because the measurement 

loses sensitivity to R”top as its value becomes small. R”top is estimated to be 0.5 m
2
 K

-1
 

MW
-1

 or below for all samples because there is no expected thickness dependence of 

R”top due to the base-side growth and the constant surface roughness with thickness. 

There is also no lower bound for R”base for the thinnest three samples. High R”base is 

possibly due to the poor thermal engagement between the CNTs and catalyst particles 

at the substrate, which may be related to the growth technique [98]. The ease in which 

CNT films delaminate from the substrate reflects this weak adhesion. There appears to 

be a trend of increasing R”base with increasing thickness. This may be due to 

detachment of nanotubes from the base or increasing defect concentration with growth 

time, as mentioned earlier [24]. Thicker films seem to delaminate more easily during 

handling of the sample. Sample damage may cause variations between samples.  
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Though R”base is large in some samples, in practical applications VACNT 

films would be soldered to the surrounding substrates [32, 77]. This would yield 

values of R”base similar to R”top for all film thicknesses, as R”top represents CNTs 

bonded to metal. VACNT films that are solder bonded should have a total resistance 

close to the thermal resistance of the bulk film, defined as R”film = Lfilm/kfilm, because 

R”top is an order of magnitude lower than R”film. In this case, the total resistance of the 

film would be comparable to thermal greases, which have thermal resistances on the 

order of 10 m
2
 K MW

-1
 [1]. R”film is plotted against film thickness in Figure 4-8. R”film 

is compared to values from past literature and to the thermal resistance of a typical 

layer of thermal grease, solder, and an “ideal” VACNT film. The data in this work 

(circled) is within the past range of data for multiwalled VACNT films. From 

observation of the past data, kfilm tends to decrease with film thickness, with films <50 

µm having nearly ideal performance and films >100 μm never performing better than 

solder. This may be indication that thicker films have lower engagement and higher 

defect density with growth time. It could also be an experimental effect, as it is 

difficult to measure thin films accurately and some of the high kfilm values were 

calculated using assumptions about Cv,film or kind.  
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Figure 4-8: Thermal resistance of VACNT films, without boundary resistances. 

Because kfilm is unknown for the films <40 μm, they are not plotted. The data are 

compared to grease at 5 W m
-1

 K
-1

, solder at 20 W m
-1

 K
-1

, and an “ideal” VACNT 

film with kind = 3000 W m
-1

 K
-1 

and f = 10% giving kfilm = 300 W m
-1

 K
-1

. 

 

Figure 4-9 shows several representative image analysis results that may help 

elucidate trends in the thermal data. Figure 4-9a shows the CNT alignment in the film, 

represented by the aspect ratio which is the ratio of the average vertical tube-tube 

spacing to the average horizontal tube-tube spacing. The alignment peaks around 15 

µm and decreases as growth time increases, similar to films observed in past work [24, 

31]. Figure 4-9b shows f quantified by estimating the volume of tubes in a given 

volume of the film. f is calculated using an assumed bundle diameter of 5 nm – it does 

not represent an accurate comparison to the measured value of f. Using this 
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assumption, the density appears to be fairly constant through the film thickness and 

between films and does not exhibit previously observed density decay [24, 31]. 

Obtaining density information from SEM images is less accurate than the alignment 

due to the impact of the depth of field of the SEM, resulting in more scatter in f.  In 

summary, observation of these SWCNT films shows that there are thickness-

dependent effects which stem from the base side.  

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 4-9: (a) Aspect ratio calculated from SEM images taken from the top to bottom 

of SWCNT films. The nanotubes grow from the base side, so the top of the film 

corresponds to initial growth. (b) Calculated f based on the same images as in (a). The 

calculation assumes a bundle diameter of 5 nm [101]. 
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4.5 Solder Bonding of VACNT Films 

The interface resistance of VACNT films has been shown to depend strongly on the 

quality of the bond between the film and surrounding substrates. This work includes 

initial development of a bonding method that involves soldering a VACNT film to 

new substrates using 25 µm-thick indium foil. Indium is one of the lowest melting 

temperature solders and was chosen for its availability and ease of use. In future 

studies a thinner foil or evaporated layer of indium can be used, in addition to other 

types of solder.  

Figure 4-10 shows the stack of metals used for bonding a CNT film to a second 

substrate (eg. quartz). All surfaces to be soldered are coated using e-beam evaporation 

with a standard layering of metals consisting of Cr, Ni, and Au. The Cr acts as an 

adhesion layer while the Ni acts as a diffusion barrier for the Au. Au bonds well to In.  

 

Figure 4-10: Schematic of layers of materials used in solder bonding, with thicknesses 

of each metal layer.  
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The bonding procedure requires all surfaces to be free of oxide, which can be 

accomplished by using flux or cleaning the indium foil immediately before soldering. 

Soldering is performed by placing the sample on a hotplate and heating it above the 

melting temperature of In under light pressure. After the sample cools the original Si 

substrate is pulled off the VACNT film, which remains bonded to the new substrate. 

The procedure can be repeated to bond the VACNT film to two new substrates, as 

shown in Figure 4-11. An alternate to indium foil which is appropriate for high 

temperature applications involves Nanofoil® (Indium Co.) and is described in Barako 

et al. [32]. 

 

Figure 4-11: Schematic of a VACNT film bonded to two new substrates using In foil. 

An SEM shows the CNT-In bond.  

 

Infrared microscopy is used to measure the boundary resistances of bonded 

films. The measurements are done in collaboration with Michael Barako and are 

described in Barako et al. [32]. Table 4-3 shows the dramatic differences between 

three types of interfaces. The first is the interface between a VACNT film simply 

pressed against another substrate, the second is the growth-side interface between an 

as-grown VACNT film and Si substrate, and the third is the interface between a 

VACNT film solder-bonded to another substrate. The first un-bonded case has the 

largest resistance because the nanotubes are not well contacted to the second substrate. 
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The growth interface resistance is an order of magnitude lower than the un-bonded 

interface because each nanotube is attached to the substrate. A soldered interface is an 

order of magnitude lower than the growth interface, reflecting the difference between 

the CNT-metal and CNT-substrate interfaces observed in Section 4.4 for the SWCNT 

films. Cola et al. showed that increasing the contact area at CNT-substrate interfaces 

reduces boundary resistance [118]. This may explain why a conformal metal coating 

results in a lower thermal resistance than at the CNT-substrate interface, where CNTs 

are perpendicular to the substrate. 

Table 4-3: Interface resistances for an un-bonded interface (“Un-bonded”), the growth 

interface between a VACNT film and Si substrate (“Growth”), and an interface that 

has been bonded using In (“Indium Bonded”). 

Materials Interface R'' (m
2
 K MW

-1
) 

CNT-Quartz  Un-bonded  1150-1350  

CNT-Si  Growth  235-270  

CNT-Quartz  Indium Bonded  41-55  

 

Figure 4-12 shows that the improvement in boundary resistance between 

bonded and un-bonded interfaces is over an order of magnitude even at higher 

pressure. The un-bonded interface does improve with pressure as more nanotubes are 

pressed against the second substrate. This indicates that thermal conduction between 

nanotubes and surrounding materials is poor unless the nanotube is fully joined to the 

surrounding substrates using a binder material such as solder. This also suggests that 

tube-tube contact resistance would improve if the tubes are coated with a binder 

material at the contact. 
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Figure 4-12: The interface resistance of an un-bonded and bonded interface under 

applied pressure [32].  

 

Based on these results, VACNT films will likely have high thermal 

performance if both interfaces are bonded. Little literature exists on thermal 

measurement of VACNT films solder bonded on both sides, which is a subject of 

current research. Bonding studies were not performed on the SWCNT films described 

earlier because the supply of samples was limited. Also, the infrared microscopy 

method works best with films >100 µm due to the resolution of the camera.  

4.6 Summary 

This work presents the complete thermal properties of a set of vertically aligned 

SWCNT films ranging from 5.3 μm to 81 μm thick. The properties kfilm, Cv,film, R”top 

and R”base are measured independently and the morphology of the films is studied 

using SEM and AFM. It is clear from the results that SWCNT films do not perform 

better than MWCNT films even though these samples had relatively high quality and 

alignment. Thermal measurements and image analysis show that the thermal 

properties may be related to the thickness of the film, because the film seems to be 
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increasingly disordered at the base as growth continues and R”base appears to increase 

with film thickness. For many samples R”base is an order of magnitude higher than 

R”top. This finding is supported by bonding studies. 

Quantifying the density and tortuosity of CNTs in a film can serve several 

purposes. Knowing the film structure can explain differences in measured properties 

between samples. This can also guide the growth process, if a certain structure and 

thermal property is desired. A model of the film’s thermal properties based on 

structural information would enable prediction of the thermal performance of a CNT 

film. 

Future improvements to the thermal performance of VACNT films include 

soldering bonding both surfaces of the film, increasing film density, and annealing of 

defects, which are all active areas of study in other work. At f ~ 7%, there is potential 

to greatly increase the density of these films, either by modifying growth methods or 

mechanical densification. With these improvements VACNT films have the potential 

to consistently surpass the performance of solder TIMs.  
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Chapter 5      Conclusion 

5.1 Summary 

This thesis focuses on characterizing and understanding the properties of VACNT 

films relevant for TIM applications. Most of the challenges of this work are 

experimental in nature, such as the experimental setup and data analysis.  

One contribution of this work is the comparison of the top and base side 

modulus of a set of multiwalled VACNT films to investigate modulus 

inhomogeneities within the VACNT film and between films. To accomplish this, a 

nanoindentation measurement technique is developed using an atomic force 

microscope and custom fabricated spherical indenter tips. The morphology of the film 

is examined using an image analysis procedure developed to extract nanotube 

alignment and density from SEM images. A modified cellular model links the 

modulus and image data. With the relationship between tube morphology and modulus 

known, the expected modulus of a given VACNT film can be calculated based on 

image data.  

Several conclusions can be drawn from that study. The results show that the 

films have low modulus, as expected due to their high porosity and disorder, and are 

mechanically suitable as TIMs. The alignment of the nanotubes gradually varies with 

depth into the film. The alignment peaks about 50 μm below the film surface and then 

decreases as growth time progresses, reaching a minimum at the base. The modulus 

should follow a similar trend; this is supported by the low measured modulus at the 

base side. Calculations using the cellular model with geometric inputs from image data 

show that the out-of-plane modulus is up to an order of magnitude higher than the in-

plane modulus. Film growth can be improved and adjusted using information about 

the CNT alignment. For example, if a high modulus is desired the growth can be 
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terminated during the period of highest alignment. This technique also represents a 

way to predict the mechanical behavior of a VACNT film using image data rather than 

performing complex mechanical measurements. 

The first investigation into growing VACNT TIMs on thermoelectric materials 

is presented. While the implementation may be more complex than in traditional 

electronics, the rewards are greater. The thermal resistance of the layer is measured 

using nanosecond thermoreflectance. Thermal cycling showed that the film is stable 

after cycling up to 200 °C.  

This work also measures four key thermal properties of a set of SWCNT films. 

The results indicate that k of SWCNT films is similar to that of MWCNT films. Tube-

tube bundling may play a large role in the lower than expected k. The results also 

indicate that the CNT-substrate resistance is much higher than the CNT-metal 

interface resistance. Preliminary studies on solder bonding of VACNT films show that 

bonding significantly reduces boundary resistance.  

As expected, the structure of VACNT films can influence its physical 

properties. This may be one reason that past data on VACNT films is inconsistent, as 

nanotube structure can vary widely. This also implies that the film can be designed or 

tuned to give the desired thermal and mechanical properties.  

This work also illustrates the challenges of measuring VACNT films. These 

include many unknown properties, large errors in the data due to uncertainty in the 

experiment or sample structure, and difficulty in extracting specific properties such as 

local out-of-plane modulus or heat capacity. These challenges may be a significant 

contribution to the scatter in past data.  

In summary, this work shows that these three aspects of thermal, mechanical, 

and morphological characterization of VACNT films should be done in conjunction to 
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fully understand the behavior of these complex films. Key film properties are 

identified that can be tuned to engineer an ideal VACNT TIM.  

5.2 Discussion and Suggestions for Future Work 

5.2.1 FUTURE WORK ON CHARACTERIZATION AND MODELING OF VACNT FILMS  

For TIM applications there are many more tests to perform. Reliability may be one of 

the major advantages of using CNT TIMs and the reliability of these films must be 

tested under actual and extreme operating conditions. This includes thermal cycling 

studies. CNTs may oxidize at higher temperatures, so for relevant applications the 

effects of oxidation would need to be studied. Preliminary thermal cycling performed 

in our group shows that the VACNT film thermal performance is stable up to 500 °C 

over hundreds of cycles. 

Future work can also include development of a thermal model. There has been 

some modeling of the VACNT film k and interface resistances in the past [72, 118, 

119], but the models are approximations and do not mimic the true alignment, tube-

tube contact, and defect concentration in a VACNT film. Preliminary work has begun 

in utilizing a coarse-grained molecular model of the nanotube structure as the basis for 

a thermal model. The model was originally developed by Dr. Yoonjin Won and 

Professor Wei Cai at Stanford University to simulate the mechanical response of the 

film. The coarse-grained molecular model represents nanotubes as a series of nodes 

that interact through van der Waals interactions. These nanotubes are allowed to relax 

to their lowest energy state using an energy minimization routine. This bundling 

behavior results in a realistic film morphology that includes tube-tube bundling. The 

alignment and density of the nanotubes can be tuned to reflect those of an actual film 

and has given results for mechanical modulus similar to the cellular model. The 

molecular model can provide the tube length and tube-tube contact area information 

required for a thermal model. The defect density would have to be an assumed value 

or measured from an individual tube.  
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The methods in this work, including the experimental techniques and the 

combined measurement, image analysis, and modeling, can be applied to a variety of 

nanostructured materials. Other promising TIM materials include metal nanowire 

meshes and arrays that can be analyzed in a similar manner.  

5.2.2 IMPROVEMENTS TO VACNT PROPERTIES 

The major roadblocks towards implementation are on the thermal side. Though the 

mechanical behavior is complex, it surpasses the targeted compliance for TIM 

applications. Some thoughts on future improvements follow. 

Two established techniques can improve the thermal conductivity of these 

films in future measurements. The first is densification of the film. Because the elastic 

modulus of these films is lower than required due to their high porosity, the film can 

be significantly compressed before becoming too stiff. The high density of tubes will 

increase k. Physical densification has been previously performed on VACNT films 

using techniques including biaxial compression [120] and water-assisted methods 

[121]. There has been some work on density-dependent thermal conductivity 

measurements of VACNT composites [122] but very little investigation into densified 

bare films. Though densification increases tube-tube contact, which may reduce k, the 

effect may not be large because many tubes are already bundled. In looking at past 

data of VACNT films plotted against f in Gao et al. [10], there is little evidence that 

density is detrimental to k. Densification studies will also provide a wealth of 

information about effects such as tube-tube coupling and tube alignment. 

The second improvement is bonding the film to the surrounding substrates. 

The consistency and reproducibility of these processes need improvement, but the 

results in this work suggest that the interfaces between VACNT films and their 

surroundings are critical to the thermal performance of the film. 

There is also a need to control the electrical conductivity of films for certain 

applications. Currently, VACNT films contain a random assortment of metallic and 
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semiconducting CNTs, properties determined by their chirality. Past work has shown 

that the chirality of CVD-grown CNT films depends on the structure of the catalyst 

[123] or the growth method [124]. Though many TIMs are not in an electrical 

pathway, certain TIM applications require electrical insulation, while others require 

electrical conductivity. The TEM application in Chapter 3 requires the TIM to be 

electrically conducting if it is to replace the solder bond.  

The manufacturing and cost issues will be challenging for these TIMs. 

VACNT films do have the potential to be mass produced because there is no limit to 

the substrate size. The steps required to densify and bond a CNT film are relatively 

simple and can be performed on blanket films. CNT films remain promising and can 

be expected to compete with commercial TIMs after improvement of their thermal 

properties. 
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